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ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS FOR ALL EMPLOYEES
Holidays
On those holidays which fall within their established work year, 
all regular, full-time ten, ten and one-half, eleven and twelve 
month employees paid on a biweekly basis are eligible for time off 
with pay. Listed below are holidays when all schools and offices 
will be closed:
The first day of January, New Year's Day
The third Monday in January, Martin Luther King's birthday
The third Monday in February, George Washington's birthday
The last Monday in May, Memorial Day
The fourth day of July, Independence Day
The first Monday in September, Labor Day
The eleventh day of November, Veteran's Day
The fourth Thursday in November, Thanksgiving Day
The Friday following Thanksgiving Day
The twenty-fourth day of December, Christmas Eve— when it 
falls on a working day
The twenty-fifth day of December, Christmas Day
When one of the above holidays, excluding Christmas Eve, occurs on 
Sunday, the following Monday shall be observed as a holiday. When 
one of the above holidays, excluding Christmas Eve, falls on 
Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed as a holiday.
Vacation
All regular, twelve month employees shall be eligible for vacation 
leave with pay according to the following:
Length of Service Annual Vacation
1 but less than 5 years 12 days
5 but less than 10 years 15 days
10 but less than 12 years 20 days
12 but less than 20 years 22 days
20 or more years 25 days
Vacation is accrued for each calendar month of service at a rate 
egual to the total number of days allowed.
Administrators on Ranges 1 through 6 on the Administrative Salary 
Schedule, who are paid on a twelve month salary basis, are entitled 
to 22 days annual vacation after one year of service. After 20 
years of employment, they are entitled to 25 days.
All vacation leave is to be used in the fiscal year following the 
year of accrual. New employees normally are not allowed to take 
earned vacation until the July following the date of appointment. 
Individual cases in exception to this rule must be approved by the 
supervising administrator.
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Employees who are dismissed for disciplinary reasons shall not be 
entitled to vacation leave pay.
Vacation leave due to an employee shall be carried when an employee 
is transferred, promoted, or demoted from a position in one 
department to a position in another department without a break in 
service. Upon the death of an employee, the heirs or legal 
representatives entitled by law to receive any compensation due 
such employee, shall also be entitled to receive all amounts for 
accumulated vacation leave due the employee on the date of his 
death.
Personal Leave
Ten, ten and one-half and eleven month employees may take three 
days of personal leave with pay during their regularly scheduled 
work year, except for newly appointed employees who begin service 
during the second semester. These employees are allowed one day of 
personal leave. Unused personal leave days are transferred to the 
employee's sick leave bank at the end of the school year.
Sick Leave
Sick leave with pay will be granted to eligible employees for 
absences because of sickness, injury, or physical inability to 
carry out the assigned duties of a position.
Each new employee shall accrue one day of sick leave per month 
following one full month (4 weeks) of service during the first 
fiscal year of employment. Thereafter, each ten month employee, 
shall be allowed a bank of 10 sick leave days, ten and one-half 
month employees shall be allowed 10^ days, eleven month employees 
shall be allowed 11 days and twelve month employees shall be 
allowed a bank of 12 sick leave days on each of the beginning dates 
for each school or fiscal year, provided the employee has been in 
active service during the immediately preceding school or fiscal 
year.
Unused sick leave will be allowed to accumulate to a maximum of:
140 days for 10 month half-time employees 
280 days for 10 month employees 
293 days for 10^ month employees 
303 days for 11 month employees 
354 days for 12 month employees
Jury Leave
Employees subpoenaed for jury service shall be granted time off and 
their daily rate of pay reduced by the amount of monies received 
from the Court.
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Bereavement Leave
A leave of absence with pay may be granted for all full-time 
employees consistent with the following stipulations when a death 
occurs in an employee's family.
A. Up to five (5) working days in any pattern including and 
immediately following the day of death and/or date of funeral 
of a member of the immediate family. Immediate family is 
defined as parent, spouse, or child of the employee.
B. Up to three (3) working days in any pattern including and 
immediately following the day of death and/or date of funeral 
of a brother, sister, half-brother or half-sister, nephew, 
niece, aunt, uncle, grandparent, step-parent, parent-in-law, 
step-brother or step-sister, sister-in-law or brother-in-law 
or daughter-in-law, or grandchild.
C. One (1) working day to be used immediately following the day 
of death or on the date of the funeral of a great-grandparent, 
aunt or uncle-in-law, grandparent-in-law, niece or nephew-in­
law, great grandchild, grajid nephew or niece, grand aunt or 
uncle, or first cousin.
D. Immediately upon return to work from bereavement leave, the 
employee shall list on a form provided by the Board the name 
of the relative, date of funeral and relationship to the 
employee.
Bereavement leave forms for reporting absences for funeral leave 
are to be filled in immediately before or after leave taken for 
such purposes, and retained at the payroll location for at least 
one year after the school year in which the absence occurred.
Worker's Compensation
Worker's Compensation is provided by the St. Louis Public Schools 
for all employees injured in the line of duty, in accordance with 
the rules specified by the Worker's Compensation Program.
Insurance
A. Medical, dental and vision care insurance coverage are 
provided by the St. Louis Public Schools for probationary and 
permanent employees. Dependent coverage may be purchased by 
the employee.
B. Term life insurance in the principal sum of $30,000 will be
provided for all full-time regular employees during the 1993- 
1994; 1994-1995 and 1995-1996 school years. Employees who
serve one-half time or more in a primary appointment and area 
substitutes shall receive the same coverage commencing on the 
first day of assignment.
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Retirement Pension
All probationary and permanent full-time employees of the St. Louis 
Public Schools are members of the Public School Retirement System 
by Missouri Law and must make biweekly contributions by payroll 
deduction to the system. Employees are eligible for a refund of 
accumulated contributions plus interest upon resignation or 
withdrawal from the employment of the St. Louis Public Schools.
The salary that corresponds to the maximum remuneration of the 
employee plus fringe benefits is the established maximum salary for 
all employees in their individual job classifications from which 
deductions (4%) are made for the St. Louis Public Schools' Retire­
ment System.
Tax Sheltered Annuity
All probationary and permanent employees of the St. Louis Public 
Schools may elect to participate in a salary reduction tax 
sheltered annuity retirement plan which would provide tax sheltered 
annuity benefits to the participants upon their retirement.
Pay Schedule
Compensation for all employees is usually paid biweekly. The 
normal period consists of 10 working days and ends on Friday. 
Checks are issued on the following Friday to allow a one week 
payroll processing time.
Other pay Regulations
All employees of the St. Louis Public Schools shall be paid at 
least the minimum wage as established by the federal government. 
For fiscal year 1993-94, student helpers are paid at the hourly 
rate of $4.25.
Salary corrections can be made only during the fiscal year in which 
the salary schedule is in effect.
Ten, ten and one-half, and eleven month employees are to make up 
days or parts of days when school is dismissed because of snow, 
ice, or any other emergency declared by the Superintendent of 
Schools, unless otherwise indicated.
The Superintendent of Schools may recommend or implement a revised 
compensation plan for employees with accompanying administrative 
regulations as necessary.
Advancement in the Salary Ranges
Any ten, ten and one-half, or eleven month employee appointed after 
the close of the first day of the second semester of the school 
year or after January 1 for twelve month employees, shall not 
receive an increase of salary the next succeeding year unless 
recommended by the Superintendent of Schools.
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Any employee who has been absent more than one-half of his/her work 
year shall not receive a salary increment unless otherwise 
specified in the regulations of this part or recommended by the 
Superintendent of Schools.
A salary increment shall not be granted to those who have completed 
the training required by compulsory military service and elect to 
extend their period of military service. Salary increment shall be 
given only for the lawful time required for compulsory military 
service.
A certificated employee who receives an unsatisfactory evaluation 
during a school/fiscal year shall not be given a salary increase at 
the beginning of the following school/fiscal year. The employee 
whose performance, thereafter, becomes satisfactory within the 
equivalent of a semester period following receipt of the unsatis­
factory evaluation shall receive the salary increase granted other 
employees in his/her classification.
A non-certificated employee whose overall performance rating is 
"needs improvement" is not eligible to receive a salary step 
increase. If the employee's performance is re-evaluated as 
satisfactory, the employee shall be restored to the step on the 
salary schedule for which he/she would have been had his/her work 
been continuously satisfactory.
New Classification of Position
When it is found necessary, the Department of Personnel Services 
may recommend establishment of a new classification of position 
with appropriate salary range. Upon approval, that classification 
will become a part of the salary schedule.
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COMPENSATION PLAN FOR CERTIFICATED EMPLOYEES
Introduction
The Compensation Plan, including salary schedules for certificated 
employees of the St. Louis Public Schools, is effective July 1, 
1993 for twelve month employees and at the beginning of the 
established work year for ten, ten and one-half and eleven month 
employees. Included in this plan are the teachers7 salary 
schedules listing minimum to maximum salaries for teachers by 
degree attainment, salaries for all administrators, substitute 
teachers, and those who perform extra duty. Specific details 
pertaining to compensation other than salary, terms and conditions 
of employment, leaves of absence from work and other administrative 
procedures for certificated employees are found in the Policy 
Statements for various certificated employee groups and in Board 
Regulations.
I. Salary Schedule Placement for New Teacher Level Employees
Newly employed teachers and teacher level employees shall be 
placed on the teachers7 salary schedule in accordance with 
the following schedule during the 1993-94 term; 1994-95 and 
1995-96 terms:
Educational Attainment
Experience bv Years B . A . M. A. M.A.+30 Hrs. Ph.D./Ed.D.
Less than 4 years $23,598 $24,347 $25,686 $27,060
4 to 6 years 24,820 26,159 27,508 30,192
7 or more 26,246 27,581 28,931 31,626
Degrees or credits must have been earned at a MODESE recognized
accredited college or university.
II. Advancement Based on Educational Attainment
Teachers and teacher level employees who receive a Master's, 
Master's Plus Thirty or Doctoral degree shall be granted a 
salary adjustment in recognition of their educational 
attainment so long as the educational attainment is appro­
priate to the program area to which the employee is assigned 
or meets qualifications for other currently authorized 
school district positions including promotional, administra­
tive, and/or supervisory positions.
Such employee shall be laterally moved on the salary 
schedule to the equivalent new salary lane that reflects the 
level of degree or course work attained. Salary adjustment 
shall be granted at the beginning of the pay period follow­
ing the Department of Personnel Services receipt of the 
official transcript from a MODESE recognized accredited 
college or university.
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III. Administrative Advancement
Administrators are not eligible for salary advancement upon 
attainment of a Master's, Master's Plus Thirty or Doctoral 
degree. Information concerning any degree attainment, 
however, is listed on the payroll master file for State 
Department of Education reporting purposes.
Individual increases within the three ranges of the Adminis­
trators' Salary schedule as well as entry level salaries and 
related fringe benefits for new administrators are based 
upon the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools.
IV. Advancement - Minimum Requirement
Advancement on the salary schedule requires a minimum of one 
semester of satisfactory service in the school year prior to 
the advancement. Exceptions may be granted by the Superin­
tendent of Schools or his designee.
V. Distributive Education and Business Education Coordinators
Distributive Education and Business Education Coordinators 
are scheduled to serve seven days prior to the regular 
reporting days for teachers. During the school year, these 
coordinators will not serve half-days as arranged with the 
principal or immediate supervisor. Total salary received 
includes 200 days worked with seven days prior to the 
opening of school for teachers and 14^ not served during the 
regular school year.
VI. Other Administrative Regulations for Certificated Employees
A. Employees on special assignment shall follow the 
schedule of the location of their assignment.
B. A teacher's minimum professional day begins 15 minutes 
prior to the assigned schedule of classroom instruc­
tion or preparation period when the teacher is 
assigned for the first period.
C. Certificated employees are normally expected to remain 
on the school premises during any unassigned periods 
except in emergency situations in which case they are 
to notify the principal. Additionally, each teacher 
shall have an uninterrupted duty-free lunch period of 
at lease 30 minutes. If teachers leave the grounds 
during this 30 minute period, they shall report said 
absence to the principal or his/her designee before 
leaving the building and upon returning to the 
building. Certificated employees assigned to more than 
one school in a day shall be allowed reasonable travel 
time between assignments. This travel time shall be 
in addition to their duty-free lunch period.
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D. The scheduled school day extends through the last 
class assignment or preparation period when one is 
scheduled for the last period and includes assisting 
and supervising the dismissal of students. Beyond the 
scheduled school day, certificated employees are to 
assume other professional responsibilities such as 
working with students, parents and staff members; 
class preparation; administrative contacts; in-service 
participation; and staff meetings. Outside of class, 
sponsored student activities shall be on a voluntary 
basis.
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POSITION CLASSIFICATIONS ASSIGNED TO THE 
TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE
Position Code Position Title
8095
8096
Pre-School Teacher
Early Childhood Special Education Teacher
8150
8101
8102
8103
8104
8105
8106
8107
8108
8109
8110 
8111 
8112
8113
8114
8115
8116
8117
8118
8119
8120 
8121 
8122
8123
8124
8125
8126
8127
8128
8129
8130
8131
8132
8133
8134
8135
8137
8138
8139
8140
8141
8142
8143
8144
8145
8146
Half-Time Kindergarten Teacher
Half-Time Regular Classroom Teacher
Half-Time Librarian
Kindergarten Teacher
Regular Classroom Teacher
Librarian
Counselor
Remedial Reading Teacher
Teacher of Mentally Retarded
EMR/ED Teacher
Home Economics Teacher
Industrial Arts Teacher
Elementary Foreign Language Teacher
Teacher of Gifted
Teacher of Delinquents
Sight Conservation Teacher
Teacher of Orthopedically Handicapped
Teacher of Hard of Hearing
Elementary Science Teacher
Classroom Speech/Language Teacher
Physical Education Teacher
Vocal Music Teacher
Art Teacher
Speech Correction Teacher
Instrumental Music Teacher
Teacher of Emotionally Disturbed
Dance Instructor
Learning Disabilities Teacher
Itinerant Teacher
Half-Time Art Teacher
Speech/Dramatics Teacher
Computer Math Teacher
English as a 2nd Language Teacher
Language Resource Teacher
Psychological Examiner
Half-Time Counselor
Teacher of Deaf
Resource Reading Teacher
Reading Assistant
Media Specialist
Math Assistant
KIP Teacher
PAR Teacher
Basic Skills Teacher/Chapter 1 
Half-Time Home Economics Teacher 
Reading Teacher/Chapter 1
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Position Code Position Title
8148
8152
8161
8162
8163
8164
8165
8166 
8168
Study and Learning Resource Teacher 
Enrichment Lab Teacher 
Math Teacher/Chapter 1 
Regular Classroom/Chapter 1 
Kindergarten Teacher/Chapter 1 
Counselor/Chapter 1 
Primary Teacher/Chapter 1 
Teacher of Autism 
Speech Language Diagnostician
8201
8202
8203
8204
8205
8206
8207
8208
8209
8210 
8211 
8212
8213
8214
8215
8216
8217
8218
8219
8220 
8221 
8222
8223
8224
8225
8226
8227
8228
8229
8230
8231
8232
8240
8241
8242
8247
8248 
8254 
8260 
8261 
8262 
8263
PALS Teacher
Mathematics Lab Teacher
Reading/Language Arts Teacher
Regular Classroom Teacher
Librarian
Counselor
Remedial Reading Teacher
S.T.E.P. Teacher
Vocational Adjustment Counselor
Home Economics Teacher
Industrial Arts Teacher
Mathematics
Social Studies
English
Science
Business Education 
Physical Education 
Art
Foreign Language 
Distributive Education 
Vocal Music
In-House Suspension Teacher 
T & I Teacher 
Instrumental Music Teacher 
Half-Time Instrumental Music Teacher 
Dance Instructor
Half-Time Physical Education Teacher 
Intervention Counselor/Chapter 1 
Radio TV Script Writer 
Cultural Resource Specialist 
Computer Mathematics Teacher 
English as a 2nd Language Teacher 
Mass Media Specialist 
Health Careers Specialist 
Lab Technician
Teacher Specialist-Pairing/Sharing 
Teacher Specialist State/Federal Program 
Distributive Education Program Developer 
Military Science Teacher 
Vocational Resource Specialist 
Vocational Evaluation Specialist 
Vocational Student Recruitment Specialist
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8264
8265
8266
8267
8268 
8269 
8277
8305
8306
8307
8308
8310
8311
8312
8313
8332
8333
8334
8335 
8340
8358
8359
8360
8470
9100
9101
Position
Position
8136
8147
8149
8150
8155
8156 
8160 
8167 
8249 
8251 
8253 
8255
8257
8258
Vocational Student Admissions Specialist
Work Study Specialist
Communications Skills Tutor
Mathematics Tutor
Occupational/Orientation Teacher
Computer Instructor Specialist
Teacher of Autism
Specialist Project ROAR
Community Parental Involvement Specialist 
Librarian
Resource Assistant 
Enrichment Lab Specialist 
Student Leadership Specialist 
Teacher of Homebound
Itinerant Teacher of the Visually Impaired
Instructor Audiovisual Division
Social Worker
Occupational Therapist
Physical Therapist
Student Producer Specialist
School Psychologist
Psychiatrist
Clinical Psychologist
I E P Specialist
Adult Education Personnel 
Practical Nurse — ABE
Code Position Title
POSITION CLASSIFICATIONS ASSIGNED TO THE 
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS' SALARY SCHEDULE 
(10, 101&, 11 Month)
Code Position Title
Administrative Assistant
Preschool Coordinator
Coordinator Special Area
Instructional Coordinator
Elementary School Principal
KG-8 Principal
Middle School Principal
Instructional Facilitator/Chapter I
Coordinator Special Area
Administrative Assistant
Coordinator Vocational Education
Assistant Principal
Supervisor
Principal
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ADMINISTRATORS' SA LA R Y  R AN G ES  & SCH ED U LES
R A N G E J ^ ^ ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
M inim um $94,500 $95,445 $96,399
M axim um 103.950 104.990 106.039
8598 Chief of Staff
RANGE 1
93/94 94/95 95/96
M inim um $63,696 $64,333 $64,976
M axim um 89.244 90.136 91,037
8588 Commissioner of Buildings & Grounds 
8591 Associate Superintendent
RANGE 2
93/94 94/95 95/96
M inim um $55,370 $55,923 $56,483
M axim um 77.207 77.979 78,758
8578 Executive Director
8580 Executive Assistant to Superintendent
8607 Controller
RANGE 3 - l
93/94 94/95 95/96
M inim um $46,426 $46,890 $47,359
M axim um 67.747 68,425 69.109
8363 Divisional Director
8378 Deputy to Comm, of Bldgs & Grds.
8581 Assistant to Associate Superintendent 
8577 Deputy to Executive Director
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ADMINISTRATORS' SA LA R Y  RAN G ES  & SCH ED U LES
RANGE 4 |
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $40,452
STEP 1 $40,452 STEP 2 42,070
STEP 1 $40,452 STEP 2 42,070 STEP 3 43,753
STEP 2 45,471 STEP 3 47,290 STEP 4 49,181
STEP 3 47,403 STEP 4 49,299 STEP 5 51,271
STEP 4 49,313 STEP 5 51,286 STEP 6 53,337
STEP 5 51,461 STEP 6 53,519 STEP 7 57,508
STEP 6 53,867 STEP 7 56,939
STEP 7 56,375
8153 Program Developer 8373 Unit Director
8368 1/2 Divisional Assist. 8380 Senior Evaluator
8369 Supervisor 8570 Manager
8370 3/4 Divisional Assistant 8579 Assistant Director
8371 Divisional Assistant 8625 Admin. Nutritionist
RANGE 5
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $31,482
STEP 1 $31,482 STEP 2 32,741
STEP 1 $31,482 STEP 2 32,741 STEP 3 34,051
STEP 2 34,430 STEP 3 35,807 STEP 4 37,239
STEP 3 36,643 STEP 4 38,109 STEP 5 39,633
STEP 4 39,702 STEP 5 41,290 STEP 6 42,942
STEPS 42,392 STEP 6 44,088 STEP 7 48,649
STEP 6 45,471 STEP 7 48,167
STEP 7 47,690
8349 Coordinator 
8376 Admin. Assistant II
8650 Associate Planner
8651 Community School Coor.
8652 Evaluator
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ADMINISTRATORS' SALARY RANGES & SCHEDULES
RANGE 6
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $23,214
STEP 1 $23,214 STEP 2 24,143
STEP 1 $23,214 STEP 2 24,143 STEP 3 25,108
STEP 2 24,375 STEP 3 25,350 STEP 4 26,364
STEP 3 25,594 STEP 4 26,618 STEPS 27,682
STEP 4 26,874 STEPS 27,949 STEP 6 29,067
STEPS 28,217 STEP 6 29,346 STEP 7 30,520
STEP 6 
STEP 7 
STEP 8
29,690 STEP 7 30,878 STEP 8 33,655
31,175 STEP 8 33,322
32.992
8374 Executive Secretary to the Superintendent
8375 Administrative Assistant I 
8654 Assistant Evaluator
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS' SALARY SCHEDULE
Asst. Secondary Principal - 10.5 Month
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $44,859
STEP 1 $44,859 STEP 2 46,653
STEP 1 $44,859 STEP 2 46,653 STEP 3 48,519
STEP 2 46,653 STEP 3 48,519 STEP 4 50,460
STEP 3 48,443 STEP 4 50,381 STEPS 52,396
STEP 4 49,898 STEP 5 51,894 STEP 6 55,358
STEP 5 51,356 STEP 6 54,810
STEP 6 54.267
Coordinators and Secondary /Elementary 
Administrative Assistant - 10.5 Month
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $39,630
STEP 1 $39,630 STEP 2 41,215
STEP 1 $39,630 STEP 2 41,215 STEP 3 42,864
STEP 2 41,612 STEP 3 43,276 STEP 4 45,008
STEP 3 42,713 STEP 4 44,422 STEP 5 46,198
STEP 4 43,914 STEP 5 45,671 STEP 6 48,473
STEP 5 45,115 STEP 6 47,993
STEP 6 47.518
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS’ SALARY SCHEDULE
Secondary Principal - 11 Month
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $51,288
STEP 1 $51,288 STEP 2 53,340
STEP 1 $51,288 STEP 2 53,340 STEP 3 55,473
STEP 2 54,365 STEP 3 56,540 STEP 4 58,801
STEP 3 55,325 STEP 4 57,538 STEPS 59,840
STEP 4 56,364 STEPS 58,619 STEP 6 67,952
STEPS 59,484 STEP 6 67,279
STEP 6 66,613
KG-8/Middle Principal - 11 Month
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $46,580
STEP 1 $46,580 STEP 2 48,443
STEP 1 $46,580 STEP 2 48,443 STEP 3 50,381
STEP 2 48,909 STEP 3 50,865 STEP 4 52,900
STEP 3 50,673 STEP 4 52,700 STEP 5 54,808
STEP 4 52,742 STEPS 54,852 STEP 6 61,496
STEP 5 54,803 STEP 6 60,887
STEP 6 60,284
Elementary Principal - 11 Month
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $46,547
STEP 1 $46,547 STEP 2 48,409
STEP 1 $46,547 STEP 2 48,409 STEP 3 50,345
STEP 2 48,874 STEP 3 50,829 STEP 4 52,862
STEP 3 50,063 STEP 4 52,066 STEPS 54,148
STEP 4 51,505 STEP 5 53,565 STEP 6 59,345
STEP 5 53,198 STEP 6 58,758
STEP 6 58.176
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TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE - B. A. DEGREE
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $24,551
STEP 1 $24,070 STEP 2 24,792
STEP 1 $23,598 STEP 2 24,306 STEP 3 25,108
STEP 2 24,820 STEP 3 25,602 STEP 4 26,485
STEP 3 26,246 STEP 4 27,112 STEPS 28,088
STEP 4 27,676 STEP 5 28,631 STEP 6 29,704
STEP 5 29,114 STEP 6 30,162 STEP 7 31,670
STEP 6 30,560 STEP 7 31,706 STEP 8 33,054
STEP 7 32,269 STEP 8 33,560 STEP 9 35,070
STEP 8 34,221 STEP 9 35,675 STEP 10 37,459
STEP 9 36,075 STEP 10 37,698 STEP L 41,284
STEP 10 38,579 STEP L 40,876
STEP L 40,471
TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE - M. A. DEGREE
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $25,331
STEP 1 $24,834 STEP 2 25,579
STEP 1 $24,347 STEP 2 25,077 STEP 3 25,905
STEP 2 26,159 STEP 3 26,983 STEP 4 27,914
STEP 3 27,581 STEP 4 28,491 STEPS 29,517
STEP 4 29,007 STEP 5 30,008 STEP 6 31,133
STEP 5 30,443 STEP 6 31,539 STEP 7 33,116
STEP 6 31,889 STEP 7 33,085 STEP 8 34,491
STEP 7 33,608 STEP 8 34,952 STEP 9 36,525
STEP 8 35,631 STEP 9 37,145 STEP 10 39,003
STEP 9 37,599 STEP 10 39,291 STEP L 42,857
STEP 10 40,121 STEP L 42,433
STEP L 42,013
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TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE - M. A. + 30 DEGREE
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $26,724
STEP 1 $26,200 STEP 2 26,986
STEP 1 $25,686 STEP 2 26,457 STEP 3 27,330
STEP 2 27,508 STEP 3 28,375 STEP 4 29,353
STEP 3 28,931 STEP 4 29,886 STEP 5 30,962
STEP 4 30,360 STEP 5 31,407 STEP 6 32,585
STEP 5 31,793 STEP 6 32,938 STEP 7 34,584
STEP 6 33,231 STEP 7 34,477 STEP 8 35,942
STEP 7 34,743 STEP 8 36,133 STEP 9 37,759
STEP 8 36,815 STEP 9 38,380 STEP 10 40,299
STEP 9 38,897 STEP 10 40,647 STEP L 44,434
STEP 10 41,665 STEP L 43,994
STEP L 43,558
TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE - Ph. D. DEGREE
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP 1 $28,153
STEP 1 $27,601 STEP 2 28,429
STEP 1 $27,060 STEP 2 27,872 STEP 3 28,792
STEP 2 30,192 STEP 3 31,143 STEP 4 32,217
STEP 3 31,626 STEP 4 32,670 STEP 5 33,846
STEP 4 33,070 STEP 5 34,211 STEP 6 35,494
STEPS 34,523 STEP 6 35,766 STEP 7 37,554
STEP 6 35,959 STEP 7 37,307 STEP 8 38,893
STEP 7 36,044 STEP 8 37,486 STEP 9 39,173
STEP 8 38,175 STEP 9 39,797 STEP 10 41,787
STEP 9 40,260 STEP 10 42,072 STEP L 46,037
STEP 10 43,237 STEP L 45,581
STEP L 45,130
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DAY-TO-DAY SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS' SALARY SCHEDULE
Daily Rate of Pay
1993-94 1994-95 1995-96
$ 57.44 $ 59.74 $ 62.13
61.27 63.72 66.27
63.82 66.37 69.02
66.37 69.02 71.78
68.92 71.68 74.55
71.48 74.34 77.31
74.03 76.99 80.06
76.59 79.65 82.77
79.13 82.30 85.59
80.40 83.62 86.96
117.99 (area sub) 120.35 122.76
Substitute teachers rendering less than six (6) hours of service 
exclusive of the lunch period will be paid proportionately for the 
number of full thirty (30) minute units of time served. Substitute 
teachers will be informed by the Department of Personnel Services 
at the time of their call for duty whether any special consider­
ation will be given because of lateness of the call.
Substitute teachers must have served a minimum of 100 days during 
the previous school year to advance to the next step on the salary 
schedule.
Substitutes (Teacher Assistant)
The principal and/or immediate supervisor shall assign teacher 
assistants to serve as substitutes in emergency situations when the 
regular classroom teacher is absent and there are no certificated 
substitutes available. Teacher assistants who are authorized to 
substitute shall be compensated for one hour only in addition to 
their daily rate of pay and at the same hourly rate of pay as a 
teacher who substitutes on an unassigned period.
District and Continuing Substitute Teachers' Salary Schedule
A continuing substitute teacher is a substitute who serves 
continuously at the same work site in excess of twenty-five (25) 
work days. District substitute teachers are employees who are 
guaranteed a minimum of one-hundred and sixty (160) work days per 
year when assigned at the beginning of the school year and a 
proportionate number of days if appointed later in the school year.
Both continuing and district substitute teachers shall be paid at 
the minimum daily rate for a beginning teacher at the first step of 
the Bachelor Degree Schedule (See Teachers' Salary Schedule).
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Extra Duty Pay
The listings present the categories of combined certificated and 
non-certificated positions where members are generally recommended 
for extra duty pay
The extra duty rate of pay for all exempt employees shall be the 
beginning hourly rate for each employee's job classification.
Principals and some categories of administrators are not eligible 
for extra duty pay unless approved by the Superintendent of 
Schools.
Extra Duty pay is provided when personnel work beyond the regular 
school hours or on weekends participating in school related 
activities which include inservice, seminars or extra curricular 
activities. Extra duty pay is for planned activities requiring 
staff participation and generally is not voluntary; however, 
activities which provide continuing education credits or certifi­
cates are usually voluntary.
Persons selected as department heads, team leaders, or coaches must 
make formal application for these extra duty appointments.
The hourly rate of pay for extra duty is agreed upon by Board of 
Education representatives and respective bargaining units.
Secondary, middle and elementary teachers and teacher assistants 
who are assigned to substitute duty during their planning period 
shall receive $11.49 per hour for 1993-94, $11.95 for 1994-95 and 
$12.43 for 1995-96.
Survey information obtained from other school districts in the 
metropolitan area indicate that extra duty pay in the St. Louis 
Public Schools is comparable or above that which is paid in the 
school districts surveyed.
Hourly rates for employees who are required to work beyond the 
normal established schedule for their positions are as follows, 
effective the first regular work day for employees in the 1993-94 
school year.
(Extra Duty Pay Schedule - see next page)
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EXTRA DUTY PAY
Hourly Rate
Position 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96
High School Prin $ 28.80 $ 29.95 $ 31.15
Middle School Prin 18.10 18.82 19.57
Elementary School Prin 26.40 27.46 28.56
Supervisor 26.40 27.46 28.56
Asst High School Prin 25.45 26.47 27.53
Administrative Asst II 
Coordinator 
Elementary Admin Asst 
High School Admin Asst
20.55 21.37 22.22
Administrative Asst I 19.76 20.55 21.37
Admin Nutritionist 
Counselor
Executive Secretary 
Librarian
Psychological Examiner 
School Psychologist 
School Social Worker 
Teacher
Nurse 13.66 14.21 14.78
Teacher Aide 10.50 10.92 11.36
Elementary School Secy 8.32 8.65 9.00
Clerk Typist I 8.10 8.42 8.76
Lunchroom Worker 6.69 6.96 7.24
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Non-Athletic Extra Pay for Extra Duty
Each regular, magnet/alternative high school and the technical
center are budgeted for 1,040 hours of non-athletic extra duty
service to be allocated as follows, if the program exists:
Teacher Teacher
Activitv In Charae Assistant
Dramatics 100 100
Vocal Music 200 50
Instrumental Music 200
Yearbook Editor 100
Yearbook Manager 30
Pom Poms 56
Additional hours to the maximum of 1,040 may be utilized for the
above activities or for other club activities as determined by the
principal and the faculty.
The teacher in charge of the school newspaper shall be given
compensatory time of one class period daily instead of extra duty
pay on the condition that the school supports a minimum of eight
issues per school year.
Department heads/team leaders shall be compensated as follows:
1993-94 1994-95 1995-9$
2-4 teachers in depart** $ 783 $ 814 $ 846
5-9 teachers in depart 1,313 1,365 1,419
10/more teachers in depart 1,964 2,042 2,123
* Department Heads who served in the 1977-1978 school year and have 
continued in their positions are to be compensated at the 1977-78 
salary rate ($967) or the above rate, whichever is higher.
** Middle Schools Only
1. Department heads/team leaders are authorized for all high
schools and middle schools.
a. High schools shall be assigned department heads in all 
departments where there are five or more teachers in the 
department.
b. Additional department heads shall be assigned based on a 
determination of need as recommended by the principal and 
upon the approval of the Superintendent of Schools.
c. Middle schools shall be assigned four (4) team leaders.
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d. Department heads will receive released time to perform 
duties based on the following formula:
1. 4-9 teachers in the department - 1 period per day
2. 10 or more teachers in the department - 2 periods 
per day
e. Except for emergencies, department heads/team leaders 
will not be assigned to substitute duty.
f. Appointments of department heads/team leaders are made by 
the principal with the approval of the assistant superin­
tendent and shall expire at the end of each school year.
Extra Pay for Extra Duty
Teachers who serve in non-athletic positions to assist other 
teachers who have primary responsibility for activities such as 
drama and vocal music shall be paid at the rate of $18.18 per hour 
for 1993-94, $18.90 for 1994-95 and $19.65 for 1995-96.
Consultants
Consultants shall be compensated from $82 to $136 per six (6) hour 
day including preparation; exact rate is determined by expertise 
and experience
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ATHLETIC EXTRA DUTY PAY
Secondary Physical Education and Athletics 
After School Activities
1993-94 1994-95 1995-96
Director of Athletics $ 4,386 $4,561 $4,743
"A” Baseball 
Head Coach 2,886 3,001 3,121
"B" Baseball 
Assistant Coach 2,217 2,305 2,397
"A" Basketball 
Head Coach 3,326 3,459 3,597
"B" Basketball 
Assistant Coach 2,217 2,305 2,397
Cheer Leaders 
Teacher-in-Charge 
(2 days/week)
1,108 • 1,152 1,198
"A" Cross Country 
Head Coach 1,108 1,152 1,198
Softball 
Head Coach 1,996 2,075 2,158
"A" Football 
Head Coach 
Assistant to Coach
3,326
2,661
3,459
2,767
3,597
2,877
"B" Football 
Assistant Coach 
Asst to "B" Coach
2,217
1,996
2,305
2,075
2,397
2,158
Gymnastics 
Head Coach 2,217 2,305 2,397
"A” Soccer 
Head Coach 1,996 2,075 2,158
"A" Swimming 
Head Coach 1,996 2,075 2,158
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ATHLETIC EXTRA DUTY PAY
Secondary Physical Education and Athletics 
After School Activities
1993-94 1994-95 1995-96
"A" Tennis 
Head Coach $ 1,108 $ 1,152 $ 1,198
A" Track 
Head Coach 2,886 3,001 3,121
"B" Track 
Assistant Coach 2,217 2,305 2,397
Volleyball 
Head Coach 1,515 1,575 1,638
"A" Wrestling 
Head Coach 2,886 3,001 3,121
"B" Wrestling 
Assistant Coach 2,229 2,318 2,410
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Adult Education Administrative Regulations
Rates of pay for teachers will be determined at the time of 
appointment according to teaching experience or type of assignment.
Teachers of special vocational subjects, distributive education, 
and teacher-training classes may be paid at a higher rate of pay 
than the schedules listed below upon certification by the State 
Department of Vocational Education or reimbursement for salary in 
whole or in part.
For salary administrative purposes, rates of pay for Adult Basic 
Education Teachers are determined in the following manner:
Ten Month Salary x 6/5 = annual rate for 12 months employment
Divided by 26 = Bi-weekly Rate of Pay
Adult Education .Employees,./_JSalary. schedule
Employees working less than 12 hours per week in the following 
classifications shall receive the hourly rate of pay as indicated 
below.
Rate of Pay
Principals (20 or more teachers) $ 27.42
Assistant Principals 24.26
Teachers Minimum 18.82
Maximum 19.82
Clerks (Evening School) Minimum 9.98
10.35
10.72
11.10
Maximum 11.61
Custodian of Books & supplies Minimum 9.98
10.35
10.72
11.10
Maximum 11.61
Shop Assistants 4.25
Teachers of Practical Nursing employed 30 or more hours per week 
shall be paid on the regular day school salary schedule for 
certificated teachers. The school year shall be 40 weeks.
The Practical Nurse coordinator employed 30 or more hours per week 
shall be paid on the basis of the prevailing foreman's rate in the 
respective trade taught, not to exceed the maximum of the regular 
day school salary schedule.
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Full-time clerical employees who serve in the Adult Education 
Program shall be employed as needed and shall be paid according to 
the Compensation Plan for non-certificated positions of the General 
Regulations of the Board of Education.
Adult Education teachers serving a full teaching schedule of 30 
hours per week for a minimum of 20 weeks shall participate in the 
retirement, insurance, personal leave, and sick leave programs 
established by the Board of Education. They shall become members 
of the Retirement System without credit for prior service.
All appointments of administrators and teachers to the Adult 
Education Program may be terminated at any time at the direction of 
the Superintendent of Schools. Clerical appointments automatically 
terminate at the close of the school year or at any time prior to 
that date that the Superintendent of Schools may direct. Reassign­
ment for the following year is not to be inferred.
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COMPENSATION PLAN FOR NON-CERTIFICATED EMPLOYEES
Introduction
The Compensation Plan, including salary schedules, terms and 
conditions of employment, leaves of absence from work for non- 
certificated employees of the St. Louis Public Schools becomes 
effective July 1, 1993 for twelve month employees and at the 
beginning of the established work year for ten, ten and one-half 
and eleven month employees. The pay range is listed for each class 
of position in alphabetical sequence. Salary schedules listing 
minimum to maximum salaries for all non-certificated positions are 
included.
Hours of Work
Forty (40) hours shall constitute the average minimum required 
weekly hours of work for regular full-time employment for all non- 
certif icated employees. Supervisors shall arrange the time for 
reporting to work, for meal and break intermissions and for 
quitting work so that all employees are actually on duty for not 
less than the minimum number of hours required and to provide for 
the smooth operation of the school or division.
Overtime
Whenever a non-certificated employee is directed by management to 
work in excess of his regular daily or weekly work schedule, this 
time shall be considered overtime. Non-certificated employees are 
entitled to 1.5 times the normal hourly rate of pay for all hours 
worked beyond 40 hours per week.
salary.., Adjustment
Non-certificated employees who are promoted to a higher classifica­
tion of position or who are reallocated to a position that better 
describes the nature of the duties and responsibilities assigned 
that position will receive a salary adjustment as follows.
A. If the rate of pay in the previous position was less than the 
minimum for the salary range in the new position, the employ­
ee's rate of pay will be advanced to the minimum step in the 
new salary range for his/her position.
B. If the rate of pay for the previous position falls within the 
salary range for the new class of position, the employee will 
advance one step for the promotion.
C. The salary of any employee which is in excess of the maximum 
salary range for the class and grade to which his/her position 
has been allocated, shall not be reduced by reason of estab­
lishment of the new salary grade. The salary of such employee 
shall not be increased until his/her salary falls below the 
maximum salary for that position.
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D. Non-certificated employees who have reached the maximum salary 
for their range or who are paid a flat rate for their position 
and have not received an annual rating of "Needs Improvement" 
receive only an overall increase if any is voted by the Board 
of Education.
Other Regulations
A. Salaries for ten month employees are calculated on the basis 
of a 200 day work year; for ten and one-half employees, 
salaries are based on a 210 day work year; and for eleven 
month employees, salaries are based upon 220 days in a work 
year. All salaries include compensation for holidays occur­
ring within the work year.
B. Staggered shifts of eight hours for custodians and other 
designated employees starting before 6:00 a.m. or extending 
beyond 6:00 p.m. shall be compensated at a premium rate of 20d 
per hour or $1.60 per day.
C. Temporary part-time custodians are to be paid $9.24 per hour.
D. Casual food service workers shall be paid at the rate of $6.60 
per hour.
E. Temporary substitute food service porters shall be paid $7.79 
per hour.
F. Community School student assistants will be paid the following
rates: $4.25 per hour.
Community School aides will be paid at the rate of $4.25 - 
$6.25 per hour.
Community School instructors will be paid at the rate of $5.00 
- $15.00 per hour.
G. Extra-service rate for Aide/Assistant positions shall be:
H. Ten, ten and one-half and eleven month employees are expected 
to make up days or parts of days when school is dismissed 
because of snow, ice, or any other emergencies declared by the 
superintendent unless mandated by the superintendent.
I. Employees who advance to the class of Stationary Engineer II 
will be appointed at no less than the next higher salary from 
the "E" step salary of the Stationary Engineer I classifica­
tion.
1993-94 1994-95 129.^96
Tchr Aide I 
Tchr Assistant 
Media Spec Aide 
Program Aide
$ 8.60 
10.50
10.32
10.32
$ 8.94 $ 9.29
10.92 11.35
10.73 11.15
10.73 11.15
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J. Letters beside a pay range indicate the beginning step for the 
position.
K. The Associate Superintendent for Personnel may designate for 
career-pathing certain classifications of position in job 
series where recruiting and retaining qualified employees are 
to be established through administrative agreement between the 
Department of Personnel Services and user division.
L. Rates of progression through class series of positions will be 
determined by analysis of the current level of performance of 
an incumbent in a position against an established standard of 
performance for that classification of position.
M. The Commissioner of Buildings and Grounds may designate 
classifications of positions that are eligible to receive a 
$1.00 per trip fee for use of a personal automobile where 
significant amounts of Board of Education owned tools, 
materials and equipment are being transported from various 
work sites. A trip for the purposes of this regulation is 
defined to be a change of location made during any eight-hour 
shift to work and any change of location made for the purpose 
of lunch intermission or breaks. Eligibility for reimburse­
ment in each case will be finally determined by the Commis­
sioner of Buildings and Grounds.
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ALPHABETICAL SALARY INDEX FOR NON-CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL
Position Code? P3y Range
Accountant I 0221 41
Accountant II 0222 45
Accountant III 0223 48
Accounting Clerk I 0211 71
Accounting Clerk II 0212 74
Accounting Clerk III 0214 77
Administrative Control Supervisor 0067 36
Administrative Secretary 0033 78
Adult Basic Education Assistant 7016 07
Application Analyst 0339 49
Architect I 1001 47C
Architect II 1002 49C
Area Commissary Supervisor I 4103 23
Area Commissary Supervisor II 4104 24
Area Commissary Supervisor III 4105 25
Assistant Cashier 0202 30
Assistant Commissary Supervisor 4106 31
Assistant Manager Cash & Investment 0204 40
Assistant Supervisor Insurance 0066 43
Assistant to Admin Nutritionist 1 4108 30.15
Audiovisual Aide 3001 65
Audiovisual Supervisor II 3011 35
Audiovisual Technician 3005 29
Auto Mechanic 6501 31C
Bindery Supervisor 6335 43C
Bindery Technician 6334 29
Bindery Worker 6331 27C
Book Binder 6333 39C
Book Clerk Treasurer 0045 16C
Bricklayer 6101 44E
Budget Specialist I 0224 41
Budget Specialist II 0225 45
Budget Specialist III 0226 48
Budget Technician 0215 38
Buyer I 0101 37
Buyer II 0102 43
Cafeteria Nutritionist I 4023 42
Cafeteria Nutritionist II 4024 45
Cafeteria Nutritionist Intern 4021 38
Carpenter 6121 44E
Carpenter Working Foreman 6122 45E
Cashier 0201 32
Cement Finisher 6105 44E
Chief Stationary Engineer 6627 47
Child Care Attendant 2002 20
Child Care Specialist 2 2005 36.40
denotes salaries for 10^ month position
2Denotes salaries paid for 11 month positions
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Position Code Pav Ranae %
Clerical Assistant 0010 01
Clerk I 0001 09
Clerk II 0002 11
Clerk III 0003 18
Clerk IV 0004 77
Clerk Typist I 0011 10
Clerk Typist II 0012 13
Clerk Typist III 0013 17
Commissary Supervisor 4107 34
Commissary Technician 4110 41
Communications Associate 0411 71
Communications Specialist 0410 41
Computer Operator I 0320 34
Computer Operator II 0321 38
Computer Operator III 0322 41
Computer Programmer I 0331 39
Computer Programmer II 0332 42
Computer Programmer III 0333 44
Cook I 4011 60
Cook II 4012 61
Crafts Apprentice I 6389 35
Crafts Apprentice II 6390 40
Custodial Eguipment Mechanic 6502 72E
Custodial Supervisor 6701 43
Custodian I 5003 67C
Custodian I (\ time) 5002 67.02C
Custodian II 5004 69C
Data Base Analyst 0345 53
Data Entry Operator I 0301 27
Data Entry Operator II 0302 29
Data Entry Control Supervisor 0305 37
Dispatcher 6510 37
Electrical Engineer 1041 49C
Electrician 6165 45E
Electronic Technician I 6161 45E
Electronic Technician II 6162 46E
Elementary School Secretary 3 0022 13.50
Elevator Operator 6601 21C
Equipment Operator 6511 30C
Equipment Operator Aide 6512 28C
Food Service Line Coordinator 4101 60
Food Service Line Supervisor 4102 61
Food Service Line Worker 4100 57
Food Service Porter 4001 63C
Food Service Worker 4003 57
Glazier 6145 44E
Grounds Maintenance Supervisor 6411 43
Groundskeeper I 6401 68C
Groundskeeper II 6402 70C
Head Cook I 4015 63
3Denotes salaries paid for 11 month positions
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Position Code Pay Ranae
Head Cook II 4016 64
Head Cook III 4017 65
Head Custodian I 5011 70E
Head Custodian II 5012 72E
Head Custodian III 5013 74E
Head Custodian IV 5014 76E
Head Custodian V 5015 77E
Instructional Technology Specialist 0356 47
Insurance Benefit Clerk 0210 71
Ironworker 6231 44E
Laborer I 6001 26C
Laborer I Supervisor 6003 27C
Laborer II 6002 36C
Library Cataloger 3007 38
Library Shipping Receiving Clerk 3006 69
Locksmith 6125 44E
Machinist 6211 44E
Machinist Working Foreman 6212 45E
Mason Tender 6171 39C
Mechanical Engineer 1051 49C
Media Specialist Aide 7004 63
Microcomputer Instructor 0353 47
Microcomputer Program Analyst 0352 44
Microcomputer Technician 0354 37
Middle School Secretary 4 0023 13.50
Musical Instrument Technician 6323 41E
Office Machine Technician 6311 35E
Office Mail Equipment Operator I 0064 11
Office Mail Equipment Operator II 0062 13
Office Systems Specialist I 0306 35
Office Systems Specialist II 0025 36
Office Systems Specialist III 0026 41
Offset Press Operator I 6530 33
Offset Press Operator II 6531 38
Painter 6151 42E
Painting Supervisor 6155 43E
Parent Liaison 7030 69
Payroll Auditor 0213 35
Personnel Clerk I 0005 71
Personnel Legal Clerk I 0035 67
Personnel Legal Clerk II 0036 35
Personnel Legal Clerk III 0037 36
Personnel Legal Clerk IV 0038 41
Personnel Specialist I 0016 35
Personnel Specialist II 0017 36
Personnel Specialist III 0019 41
Photo Lab Technician 3021 29
Photographer 3025 34
Plasterer 6141 44E
Plasterer Tenderer 6173 40C
‘Denotes salaries paid for 11 month positions
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Position
Plumber
Plumber Laborer
Program Aide
Property Technician
Property Technician Associate
Radio Dispatcher
Roofer
Roofing Supervisor 
School Nurse 
Secretary I 
Secretary II 
Secretary III 
Security Officer I 
Security Officer II 
Shademaker 
Sheet Metal Worker 
Stationary Engineer I 
Stationary Engineer II 
Stationary Fireman 
Steamfitter
Supervising Computer Operator 
Supervising Systems Analyst 
Supervisor Printing Publishing 
Switchboard Operator 
Systems Analyst II 
Systems Analyst III 
Systems Control Clerk 
Systems Control Clerk I 
Systems Control Clerk II 
Systems Programmer 
Systems Specialist I 
Teacher Aide I 
Teacher Assistant 
Telecommunications Analyst 
Tool Room Clerk 
Trades Supervisor I 
Trades Supervisor II 
Transportation Specialist 
Transportation Supervisor 
Warehouse Supervisor 
Warehouseperson I 
Warehouseperson II 
Word Processor/CRT Operator
Code Pay Range
6135 45E
6175 39C
7015 19
0502 32
0501 28C
6509 05
6131 42E
6133 43E
2021 85
0021 12
0031 15
0032 74
0521 14
0522 06
6301 42E
6215 44E
6621 40C
6622 42C
6611 35
6221 45E
0323 43
0343 53
0065 45
0051 11
0341 49
0342 51
0303 02
0304 04
0307 18
0334 47
0306 35
7000 08
7001 07
0350 47
6341 32C
6351 46E
6352 47E
6520 37
6521 40C
6015 40
6011 27C
6012 29C
0009 03
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RangejOMLO^j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $9,116
STEP A $9,116 STEP B 9,389
STEP A $9,116 STEP B 9,389 STEP C 9,685
STEP B 9,481 STEP C 9,780 STEPD 10,102
STEP C 10,334 STEPD 10,675 STEPE 11,049
STEPD 11,268 STEPE 11,662 STEP F 12,129
STEPE 11,538 STEP F 12,000 STEP L 13,519
STEP F 11,919 STEP L 13,386
STEP L 13.253
0010 Clerical Assistant 
Rang^OZjOOj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $18,921
STEP A $18,921 STEP B 19,489
STEP A $18,921 STEP B 19,489 STEP C 20,103
STEP B 19,678 STEP C 20,298 STEPD 20,968
STEP C 20,486 STEPD 21,162 STEPE 21,903
STEPD 21,879 STEPE 22,645 STEP F 23,551
STEPE 22,571 STEP F 23,474 STEP L 25,524
STEP F 23,471 STEP L 25,271
STEP L 25.021
0303 Systems Control Clerk
Rsmgej03^0^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $19,037
STEP A $19,037 STEP B 19,608
STEP A $19,037 STEP B 19,608 STEP C 20,226
STEP B 19,798 STEP C 20,422 STEPD 21,096
STEP C 20,602 STEPD 21,282 STEPE 22,027
STEPD 22,101 STEPE 22,875 STEP F 23,790
STEPE 22,804 STEP F 23,716 STEP L 25,752
STEP F 23,577 STEP L 25,497
STEP L 25.245
0009 Word Proc/CRT Operator
35
Rancj^O^OOj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $19,709
STEP A $19,709 STEP B 20,300
STEP A $19,709 STEPS 20,300 STEP C 20,940
STEPS 20,497 STEP C 21,143 STEP D 21,840
STEP C 21,273 STEP D 21,975 STEPE 22,744
STEP D 22,760 STEPE 23,557 STEP F 24,499
STEPE 23,496 STEP F 24,436 STEP L 26,481
STEP F 24,333 STEP L 26,219
STEP L 25,959
0304 Systems Control Clerk I 
Rangej05^0^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $20,377
STEP A $20,377 STEPS 20,988
STEP A $20,377 STEP B 20,988 STEP C 21,649
STEPS 21,192 STEP C 21,860 STEP D 22,581
STEP C 21,939 STEP D 22,663 STEPE 23,456
STEP D 23,279 STEPE 24,094 STEP F 25,058
STEPE 24,040 STEP F 25,002 STEP L 27,223
STEP F 24,949 STEP L 26,954
STEP L 26,687
6509 Radio Dispatcher
R a n g ^ 6 ^ 0 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $23,850
STEP A $23,850 STEPS 24,566
STEP A $23,850 STEP B 24,566 STEP C 25,339
STEPS 24,804 STEP C 25,585 STEP D 26,430
STEP C 25,446 STEP D 26,286 STEPE 27,206
STEP D 26,507 STEPE 27,435 STEP F 28,532
STEPE 27,425 STEP F 28,522 STEP L 31,993
STEP F 28,436 STEP L 31,677
STEP L 31,363
0522 Security Officer II
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Range^OT^OOj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,600
STEP A $12,600 STEP B 12,978
STEP A $12,600 STEP B 12,978 STEP C 13,387
STEP B 13,104 STEP C 13,517 STEPD 13,963
STEP C 13,661 STEP D 14,112 STEPE 14,606
STEP D 14,276 STEPE 14,776 STEP F 15,367
STEPE 14,989 STEP F 15,589 STEP L 17,100
STEP F 15,815 STEP L 16,931
STEP L 16.763
7001 Teacher Assistant II
7006 Tchr Assistant II - Bilinq-Eslpgm
7009 Computer Lab Assistant
R a n g e ^ ^ O ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $10,322
STEP A $10,322 STEP B 10,632
STEP A $10,322 STEP B 13,419 STEP C 13,841
STEP B 10,931 STEP C 11,275 STEPD 11,647
STEP C 11,191 STEPD 11,560 STEPE 11,965
STEPD 11,695 STEPE 12,104 STEP F 12,588
STEPE 12,279 STEP F 12,770 STEP L 14,008
STEP F 12,955 STEP L 13,869
STEP L 13.732
7000 Teacher Aide I
Range^O^)OJ
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $15,639
STEP A $15,639 STEP B 16,108
STEP A $15,639 STEP B 16,108 STEP C 16,616
STEP B 16,265 STEP C 16,777 STEPD 17,331STEP C 17,213 STEPD 17,781 STEPE 18,403STEPD 18,448 STEPE 19,094 STEP F 19,857
STEPE 19,048 STEP F 19,810 STEP L 22,057STEP F 19,731 STEP L 21,838STEP L 21.622
0001 Clerk I 37
R a n g ^ O j O O j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,853
STEP A $16,853 STEP B 17,359
STEP A $16,853 STEP B 17,359 STEP C 17,905
STEP B 17,527 STEP C 18,079 STEP D 18,676
STEP C 18,423 STEP D 19,031 STEPE 19,697
STEP D 18,995 STEPE 19,660 STEP F 20,446
STEPE 19,610 STEP F 20,394 STEP L 22,753
STEP F 20,322 STEP L 22,528
STEP L 22.305
0011 Clerk Typist I
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,964
STEP A $12,964 STEPS 13,353
STEP A $12,964 STEP B 13,353 STEP C 13,774
STEP B 13,483 STEP C 13,908 STEP D. 14,367
STEP C 14,172 STEP D 14,640 STEPE 15,152
STEP D 14,611 STEPE 15,122 STEP F 15,727
STEPE 15,085 STEP F 15,688 STEP L 17,502
STEP F 15,632 STEP L 17,329
STEP L 17.157
0011 Clerk Typist I
Range 10.15 |
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $13,612
STEP A $13,612 STEP B 14,020
STEP A $13,612 STEP B 14,020 STEP C 14,462
STEP B 14,156 STEP C 14,602 STEP D 15,084
STEP C 14,881 STEP D 15,372 STEPE 15,910
STEP D 15,343 STEPE 15,880 STEP F 16,515
STEPE 15,839 STEP F 16,473 STEP L 18,377
STEP F 16,414 STEP L 18,195
STEP L 18.015
0011 Clerk Typist I
38
R a n g e jT jO ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,644
STEP A $16,644 STEP B 17,143
STEP A $16,644 STEP B 17,143 STEP C 17,683
STEP B 17,310 STEP C 17,855 STEPD 18,444
STEP C 18,216 STEPD 18,817 STEPE 19,476
STEPD 19,501 STEPE 20,184 STEP F 20,991
STEPE 20,149 STEP F 20,955 STEP L 23,346
STEP F 20,859 STEP L 23,115
STEP L 22,886
0002 Clerk II
0051 Switchboard Operator
0064 Office Mail & Equipment Operator
R a n g ^ 2 X K ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $17,125
STEP A $17,125 STEPS 17,639
STEP A $17,125 STEP B 17,639 STEP C 18,194
STEP B 17,810 STEP C 18,371 STEPD 18,977
STEP C 18,695 STEPD 19,312 STEPE 19,988
STEPD 20,111 STEPE 20,815 STEP F 21,647
STEPE 20,786 STEP F 21,617 STEP L 24,251
STEP F 21,550 STEP L 24,011
STEP L 23,773
0021 Secretary I
39
Range^3^00jj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $17,740
STEP A $17,740 STEP B 18,272
STEP A $17,740 STEP B 18,272 STEP C 18,848
STEP B 18,450 STEP C 19,031 STEPD 19,659
STEP C 19,308 STEPD 19,945 STEPE 20,643
STEP D 20,715 STEPE 21,440 STEP F 22,298
STEPE 21,054 STEP F 21,896 STEP L 24,884
STEP F 22,212 STEP L 24,638
STEP L 24.394
0012 Clerk Typist II
0062 Office Mail & Equip. Operator II
93/94 94/95 95/96
* STEP A $13,646
STEP A $13,646 STEP B 14,055
STEP A $13,646 STEP B 14,055 STEP C 14,498
STEP B 14,192 STEP C 14,639 STEPD 15,122
STEP C 14,853 STEPD 15,343 STEPE 15,880
STEPD 15,935 STEPE 16,493 STEP F 17,152
STEPE 16,195 STEP F 16,843 STEP L 19,141
STEP F 17,086 STEP L 18,952
STEP L 18.764
0012 Clerk Typist II
0062 Office Mail & Equip. Operator II
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $14,328
STEP A $14,328 STEPS 14,758
STEP A $14,328 STEP B 14,758 STEP C 15,223
STEP B 14,901 STEP C 15,370 STEPD 15,878
STEP C 15,595 STEPD 16,110 STEPE 16,673
STEPD 16,732 STEPE 17,318 STEP F 18,010
STEPE 17,005 STEP F 17,685 STEP L 20,099
STEP F 17,940 STEP L 19,900
STEP L 19.703
0012 Clerk Typist II
40
Range 13.40
11 Month
0012 Clerk Typist II
R a n g ^ 3 ^ 5 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $14,642
STEP A $14,642 STEP B 15,081
STEP A $14,642 STEP B 15,081 STEP C 15,556
STEP B 15,228 STEP C 15,708 STEP D 16,226
STEP C 15,970 STEP D 16,497 STEPE 17,074
STEP D 17,242 STEPE 17,845 STEP F 18,559
STEPE 17,821 STEP F 18,534 STEP L 20,850
STEP F 18,483 STEP L 20,643
STEP L 20,439
i
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $15,010
STEP A $15,010 STEP B 15,460
STEP A $15,010 STEP B 15,460 STEP C 15,947
STEP B 15,610 STEP C 16,102 STEP D 16,633
STEP C 16,338 STEP D 16,877 STEPE 17,468
STEP D 17,529 STEPE 18,143 STEP F 18,868
STEP E 17,815 STEP F 18,528 STEP L 21,056
STEP F 18,795 STEP L 20,847
STEP L 20,641
0022 Elementary School Secretary
0023 Middle School Secretary
RancjeJ4^0^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $18,488
STEP A $18,488 STEP B 19,043
STEP A $18,488 STEP B 19,043 STEP C 19,642
STEP B 19,228 STEP C 19,834 STEP D 20,488
STEP C 20,097 STEP D 20,760 STEPE 21,487
STEP D 21,175 STEPE 21,916 STEP F 22,683
STEPE 21,873 STEP F 22,639 STEP L 25,582
STEP F 22,556 STEP L 25,329
STEP L 25.078
0521 Security Officer I 41
R a n g ^ ^ J D O J
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $19,044
STEP A $19,044 STEP B 19,615STEP A $19,044 STEPS 19,615 STEP C 20,233STEP B 19,806 STEP C 20,430 STEPD 21,104STEP C 20,609 STEPD 21,289 STEPE 22,034
STEP D 21,962 STEPE 22,731 STEP F 23,640STEPE 22,692 STEP F 23,600 STEP L 26,473STEP F 23,596 STEP L 26,211
STEP L 25.951
0031 Secretary II
R a n g ^ 6 J 0 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $21,598
STEP C $21,598 STEPD 22,246
STEP C $21,598 STEPD 22,246 STEPE 22,969STEPD 22,462 STEPE 23,192 STEP F 24,062
STEPE 23,221 STEP F 24,092 STEP L 27,268
STEP F 24,027 STEP L 26,998
STEP L 26.731
0045 Book Clerk Treasurer
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $22,000
STEP A $22,000 STEP B 22,660
STEP A $22,000 STEP B 22,660 STEP C 23,374
STEP B 22,880 STEP C 23,601 STEPD 24,380
STEP C 23,558 STEPD 24,335 STEPE 25,187
STEPD 24,383 STEPE 25,236 STEP F 27,814
STEPE 25,257 STEP F 27,539
STEP F 27.266
0013 Clerk Typist III
42
\R a n g ^ ^ O O j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $20,983
STEP A $20,983 STEPS 21,612
STEP A $20,983 STEP B 21,612 STEP C 22,293
STEP B 21,822 STEP C 22,509 STEPD 23,252
STEP C 22,544 STEPD 23,288 STEPE 24,103
STEP D 23,991 STEPE 24,831 STEP F 25,824
STEPE 24,822 STEP F 25,815 STEP L 29,026
STEP F 25,760 STEP L 28,739
STEP L 28,454
0003 Clerk III
0307 Systems Control Clerk II
Range 19.00
12 Month
7015 Program Aide
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,389
STEP A $12,389 STEP B 12,761
STEP A $12,389 STEP B 12,761 STEP C 13,163STEP B 12,884 STEP C 13,290 STEPD 13,728
STEP C 13,630 STEPD 14,080 STEPE 14,573STEPD 14,079 STEPE 14,572 STEP F 15,959
STEPE 14,552 STEP F 15,801
STEP F 15,645
I
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,105
STEP A $16,105 STEP B 16,588
STEP A $16,105 STEP B 16,588 STEP C 17,111
STEPS 16,749 STEP C 17,277 STEPD 17,847
STEP C 17,719 STEPD 18,304 STEPE 18,944
STEPD 18,302 STEPE 18,943 STEP F 20,748
STEPE 18,918 STEP F 20,542
STEP F 20,339
7015 Program Aide
43
Rancj^^OjOO^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,736
STEP A $12,736 STEP B 13,118STEP A $12,736 STEP B 13,118 STEP C 13,531STEP B 13,245 STEP C 13,662 STEPD 14,113STEP C 13,976 STEP D 14,437 STEPE 14,943
STEP D 14,439 STEPE 14,944 STEP F 16,380
STEPE 14,929 STEP F 16,218
STEP F 16.057
2002 Child Care Attendant
^ a n g ^ 2 3 j O C j
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,095
STEP A $16,095 STEP B 16,578
STEP A $16,095 STEP B 16,578 STEP C 17,100
STEP B 16,738 STEP C 17,265 STEPD 17,835
STEP C 17,342 STEPD 17,914 STEPE 20,260
STEPD 17,971 STEPE 19,575
STEPE 19.381
4103 Area Commissary Supervisor I
10 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,380
STEP A $12,380 STEPS 12,751
STEP A $12,380 STEPS 12,751 STEP C 13,153
STEP B 12,875 STEP C 13,281 STEPD 13,719
STEP C 13,340 STEPD 13,780 STEPE 15,584
STEPD 13,824 STEPE 15,057
STEPE 14,908
4103 Area Commissary Supervisor I
44
iRang^^O^j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,651
STEP A $16,651 STEP B 17,151
STEP A $16,651 STEP B 17,151 STEP C 17,691
STEP B 17,317 STEP C 17,862 STEP D 18,452
STEP C 17,946 STEP D 18,538 STEPE 20,467
STEP D 18,600 STEPE 20,265
STEPE 20.064
4104 Area Commissary Supervisor II
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,808
STEP A $12,808 STEP B 13,192
STEP A $12,808 STEPS 13,192 STEP C 13,608
STEP B 13,320 STEP C 13,740 STEP D 14,193
STEP C 13,804 STEP D 14,260 STEPE 15,744
STEP D 14,307 STEPE 15,588
STEPE 15.434
4104 Area Commissary Supervisor II
Rang^26jo^|
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $17,833
STEP A $17,833 STEPS 18,546
STEP A $17,833 STEP B 18,546 STEP C 19,288
STEPS 18,547 STEP C 19,289 STEP D 20,060
STEP C 19,224 STEP D 19,993 STEPE 21,947
STEP D 19,930 STEPE 21,730
STEPE 21.515
6001 Laborer I
45
Range^T^O^j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $18,458
STEP A $18,458 STEP B 19,012
STEP A $18,458 STEP B 19,012 STEP C 21,052
STEPS 19,109 STEP C 20,409 STEP D 21,083
STEP C 19,786 STEP D 20,439 STEPE 22,732
STEP D 20,776 STEPE 22,507
STEPE 22.284
0301 Data Entry Operator I
6003 Laborer I Supervisor
6331 Bindery Worker
Ranc|^27j0^
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $20,184
STEP C $19,984 STEP D 20,783
STEP C 19,786 STEP D 20,577 STEPE 22,732
STEP D 20,776 STEPE 22,507
STEPE 22,284
6011 Warehouseperson I 
Rancj^£8^0Cj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $21,650
STEP C $21,435 STEP D 22,293
STEP C 21,223 STEP D 22,072 STEPE 24,397
STEP D 22,284 STEPE 24,155
STEPE 23.916
6012 Warehouseperson II
46
R a n g ^ S L O ^ j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $19,787STEP A $19,787 STEPS 20,381STEP A $19,787 STEP B 20,381 STEP C 21,043STEP B 20,578 STEP C 21,247 STEPD 22,044
STEP C 21,362 STEP D 22,163 STEPE 24,513STEP D 22,231 STEPE 24,270
STEPE 24,030
0302 Data Entry Operator II
3021 Photo Lab Technician
3005 Audiovisual Technician 
6334 Bindery Technician
Rangc^O^OCJ
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $20,491
STEP A $20,491 STEP B 21,106
STEP A $20,491 STEP B 21,106 STEPC 21,771STEP B 21,310 STEP C 21,981 STEPD 22,707
STEP C 21,986 STEPD 22,712 STEPE 25,279
STEPD 23,084 STEPE 25,029
STEPE 24.781
0202 Assistant Cashier
Range^ 30jCnj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEPC $22,428
STEPC $22,206 STEPD 23,094
STEPC 21,986 STEPD 22,865 STEPE 25,279STEPD 23,084 STEPE 25,029
STEPE 24.781
6511 Equipment Operator
47
^ancj^SOjO^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $17,251
STEP C $17,080 STEP D 17,763STEP C 16,911 STEP D 17,587 STEPE 19,446
STEP D 17,757 STEPE 19,254
STEPE 19.063
6511 Equipment Operator
R a n g ^ 3 C L ^ ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,550
STEP A $16,550 STEP B 17,047
STEP A $16,550 STEP B 17,047 STEP C 17,583STEP B 17,212 STEP C 17,754 STEP D 18,340STEP C 17,853 STEP D 18,442 STEPE 20,418
STEP D 18,521 STEPE 20,216
STEPE 20.016
4108 Assistant to Admin. Nutritionist '
^ ang^30^2^j
10 Month 
5 Hr
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $10,782
STEP C $10,676 STEP D 11,103
STEP C 10,570 STEP D 10,993 STEPE 12,153
STEP D 11,099 STEPE 12,033
STEPE 11.914
6511 Equipment Operator
Ranc^^30^2^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $15,399
STEP C $15,094 STEP D 15,699
STEP C 14,798 STEP D 15,390 STEPE 17,015
STEP D 15,538 STEPE 16,847
STEPE 16.680
6511 Equipment Operator 48
<M f *
Range 30.40 j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $18,205
STEP A $18,205 STEP B 18,751
STEP A $18,205 STEP B 18,751 STEP C 19,342
STEP B 18,933 STEP C 19,529 STEPD 20,174
STEP C 19,638 STEPD 20,286 STEPE 23,015
STEPD 20,373 STEPE 22,237
STEPE 22.017
4108 Assistant to Admin. Nutritionist
Range 31.00
12 Month
4106 Assistant Commissary Supervisor 
6501 Auto Mechanic
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,325
STEP A $16,325 STEP B 16,815
STEP A $16,325 STEP B 16,815 STEP C 17,344
STEP B 16,978 STEP C 17,513 STEPD 18,091
STEP C 17,613 STEPD 18,194 STEPE 20,152
STEPD 18,274 STEPE 19,953
STEPE 19.755
i
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $21,223
STEP A $21,223 STEP B 21,860
STEP A $21,223 STEP B 21,860 STEP C 22,548
STEP B 22,072 STEP C 22,767 STEPD 23,519
STEP C 22,897 STEPD 23,653 STEPE 26,198
STEPD 23,756 STEPE 25,939
STEPE 25.682
4106 Assistant Commissary Supervisor 
6501 Auto Mechanic
49
R a n g e J lS L O ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $21,985STEP A $21,985 STEP B 22,645STEP A $21,985 STEP B 22,645 STEP C 23,358STEP B 22,864 STEP C 23,584 STEP D 24,362STEP C 23,722 STEP D 24,505 STEPE 27.152STEP D 24,616 STEPE 26,883STEPE 26,617
0201 Cashier
0502 Property Technician
6341 Tool Room Clerk
4109 Assistant Commissary Technician
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,911STEP A $16,911 STEP B 17,418
STEP A $16,911 STEP B 17,418 STEP C 17,967
STEP B 17,587 STEP C 18,141 STEP D 18,740
STEP C 18,247 STEP D 18,849 STEPE 20,886
STEP D 18,935 STEPE 20,679
STEPE 20,474
0201 Cashier
0502 Property Technician
6341 Tool Room Clerk
4109 Assistant Commissary Technician
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $22,777
STEP A $22,777 STEP B 23,460
STEP A $22,777 STEP B 23,460 STEP C 24,223
STEP B 23,688 STEP C 24,458 STEP D 25,375
STEP C 24,605 STEP D 25,528 STEPE 28,280
STEP D 25,621 STEPE 28,000
STEPE 27,723
6530 Offset Press Operator I
50
^ang^3 4 j0^j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $23,602
STEP A $23,602 STEP B 24,310
STEP A $23,602 STEP B 24,310 STEP C 25,100
STEP B 24,546 STEP C 25,344 STEP D 26,294
STEP C 25,499 STEP D 26,455 STEPE 29,318
STEP D 26,554 STEPE 29,027
STEPE 28.740
0320 Computer Operator I
3025 Photographer
4107 Commissary Supervisor
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $18,155
STEP A $18,155 STEP B 18,700STEP A $18,155 STEP B 18,700 STEP C 19,307
STEP B 18,881 STEP C 19,495 STEP D 20,226
STEP C 19,614 STEP D 20,350 STEPE 22,551
STEP D 20,426 STEPE 22,328 -STEPE 22.107
0320 Computer Operator I
3025 Photographer
4107 Commissary Supervisor
Rancj^35^0^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $24,459
STEP A $24,459 STEPS 25,193STEP A $24,459 STEP B 25,193 STEP C 25,986
STEPS 25,437 STEP C 26,238 STEP D 27,104
STEP C 26,402 STEP D 27,273 STEPE 30,253STEP D 27,407 STEPE 29,954
STEPE 29.657
0016 Personnel Specialist I 
0020 Food Service Specialist 
0036 Commissary Supervisor 
0213 Payroll Auditor
0306 Office Systems Spec. I
3011 Audiovisual Supervisor I
6311 Office Machine Tech. 
6611 Stationary Fireman
51
10 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $18,814
STEP A $18,814 STEP B 19,378
STEP A $18,814 STEP B 19,378 STEP C 19,989
STEP B 19,567 STEP C 20,183 STEP D 20,849
STEP C 20,309 STEP D 20,979 STEPE 23,272
STEP D 21,082 STEPE 23,041
STEPE 22.813
0016 Personnel Specialist I 
0020 Food Service Specialist 
0036 Commissary Supervisor 
0213 Payroll Auditor
0306 Office Systems Spec. I
3011 Audiovisual Supervisor I
6311 Office Machine Tech. 
6611 Stationary Fireman
R a n g ^ S ^ O l J
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $24,459
STEP A $24,459 STEPS 25,437
STEP A $24,459 STEPS . 25,437 STEP C 26,455
STEP B 25,437 STEP C 26,454 STEP D 27,513
STEP C 26,402 STEP D 27,458 STEPE 30,253
STEP D 27,407 STEPE 29,954
STEPE 29.657
6389 Crafts Apprentice I
^ancje|3 6 ;0 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $25,350
STEP A $25,350 STEP B 26,111
STEP A $25,350 STEP B 26,111 STEP C 26,933
STEP B 26,364 STEP C 27,194 STEP D 28,092
STEP C 27,368 STEP D 28,271 STEPE 31,369
STEP D 28,413 STEPE 31,059
STEPE 30.751
0017 Personnel Specialist II 0067 Admin. Ctrl. Supervisor
0025 Office Systems Spec. II 7011 Media Technician
0037 Personnel Legal Clerk III
52
^ (a n g ^ 3 6 j0 ^
10 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $19,500
STEP A $19,500 STEP B 20,085
STEP A $19,500 STEP B 20,085 STEP C 20,718
STEP B 20,280 STEP C 20,919 STEPD 21,609
STEP C 21,052 STEPD 21,747 STEPE 24,129
STEP D 21,856 STEPE 23,891
STEPE 23.654
0017 Personnel Specialist II
0025 Office Systems Spec. II
0037 Personnel Legal Clerk III
0067 Admin. Ctrl. Supervisor 
7011 Media Technician
R a n g ^ 3 6 J 0 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $25,350
STEP A $25,350 STEP B 26,364
STEP A $25,350 STEP B 26,364 STEP C 27,419
STEP B 26,364 STEP C 27,419 STEPD 28,515
STEP C 27,368 STEPD 28,463 STEPE 31,369
STEPD 28,413 STEPE 31,059
STEPE 30.751
6002 Laborer II
Range 36.40 ||
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $21,450
STEP A $21,450 STEP B 22,094
STEP A $21,450 STEP B 22,094 STEP C 22,789STEP B 22,308 STEP C 23,011 STEPD 23,770STEP C 23,157 STEPD 23,921 STEPE 26,543STEPD 24,042 STEPE 26,280STEPE 26.020
2005 Child Care Specialist
53
^ a n g ^ 3 7 ^ 0 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $26,278
STEP A $26,278 STEPS 27,066
STEP A $26,278 STEP B 27,066 STEP C 27,919
STEPS 27,329 STEP C 28,190 STEPD 29,120
STEP C 28,400 STEPD 29,337 STEPE 32,688
STEP D 29,588 STEPE 32,364
STEPE 32.044
0101 Buyer I 6510 Dispatcher
0305 Data Entry Ctr. Supv. 6520 Transport Specialist
0354 Microcomputer Technician
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $27,242
STEP A $27,242 STEP B 28,059
STEP A $27,242 STEPS 28,059 STEP C 28,971
STEP B 28,332 STEP C 29,253 STEPD 30,350
STEP C 29,446 STEPD 30,550 STEPE 33,866
STEPD 30,678 STEPE 33,531
STEPE 33.199
0215 Budget Technician 4021 Cafeteria Nutr. Intern
0321 Computer Operator II 6531 Offset Press Oper. II
3007 Library Cataloger
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $20,955
STEP A $20,955 STEP B 21,584
STEP A $20,955 STEP B 21,584 STEP C 22,285
STEP B 21,794 STEP C 22,502 STEPD 23,346
STEP C 22,650 STEPD 23,499 STEPE 26,050
STEPD 23,598 STEPE 25,792
STEPE 25.537
0215 Budget Technician 4021
0321 Computer Operator II 6531
3007 Library Cataloger
54
Cafeteria Nutr. Intern 
Offset Press Oper. II
$Rang^SJDOj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $28,245
STEP A $28,245 STEP B 29,092
STEP A $28,245 STEP B 29,092 STEP C 30,009
STEP B 29,375 STEP C 30,300 STEPD 31,300
STEP C 30,502 STEPD 31,509 STEPE 34,995
STEP D 31,678 STEPE 34,648
STEPE 34.305
0331 Computer Programmer I 
6333 Book Binder
R a n g ^ 9 j O T J
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $28,245
STEP A $28,245 STEP B 29,375
STEP A $28,245 STEP B 29,375 STEP C 30,550
STEP B 29,375 STEP C 30,550 STEPD 31,772
STEP C 30,502 STEPD 31,722 STEP E 34,995
STEPD 31,678 STEPE 34,648
STEPE 34.305
6171 Mason Tender 
6175 Plumber Laborer
55
Ra^e^4(M)0J
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $29,287
STEP A $29,287 STEP B 30,166
STEP A $29,287 STEP B 30,166 STEP C 31,116
STEP B 30,458 STEP C 31,417 STEP D 32,454
STEP C 31,499 STEP D 32,538 STEPE 36,302
STEP D 33,074 STEPE 35,943
STEPE 35,587
0204 Asst. Mgr. Cash/lnvest. 6521 Transportation Supv.
6015 Warehouse Supervisor
^ a n g ^ 4 0 j o ^
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $29,287
STEP A $29,287 STEP B 30,458
STEP A $29,287 STEP B 30,458 STEP C 31,677
STEP B 30,458 STEP C 31,676 STEP D 32,943
STEP C 31,499 STEP D 32,759 STEPE 36,302
STEP D 33,074 STEPE • 35,943
STEPE 35.587
6173 Plasterer Tenderer 
6390 Crafts Apprentice II
Rancj^^O^OIA
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $32,132STEP C $31,814 STEPD 33,087STEP C $31,499 STEPD 32,759 STEPE 36,302STEPD 33,074 STEPE 35,943STEPE 35.587
6621 Stationary Engineer I
56
Rang^^jOOj
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $30,372
STEP A $30,372 STEPS 31,283
STEP A $30,372 STEP B 31,283 STEP C 32,269
STEP B 31,587 STEP C 32,582 STEP D 33,657
STEP C 32,806 STEP D 33,889 STEPE 37,660
STEP D 34,077 STEPE 37,287
STEPE 36.918
0019
0026
0038
______________ 0221
R a n c j ^ ^ O ^
Personnel Specialist III 0224
Office Sys. Specialist III 0322
Personnel Legal Clerk IV 0410
Accountant I 4110
Budget Specialist I 
Computer Operator III 
Communication Specialist 
Commissary Technician
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $23,363
STEP A $23,363 STEP B 24,064
STEP A $23,363 STEP B 24,064 STEP C 24,822
STEP B 24,297 STEP C 25,062 STEP D 25,889
STEP C 25,235 STEP D 26,068 STEPE 28,969
STEP D 26,213 STEPE 28,682
STEPE 28.398
0019 Personnel Specialist III 
0026 Office Sys. Specialist III
0038 Personnel Legal Clerk IV
0221 Accountant I
0224 Budget Specialist I 
0322 Computer Operator III
0410 Communication Specialist
4110 Commissary Technician
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $24,531
STEP A $24,531 STEP B 25,267
STEP A $24,531 STEP B 25,267 STEP C 26,063
STEP B 25,512 STEP C 26,316 STEP D 27,184
STEP C 26,497 STEP D 27,371 STEPE 30,417
STEP D 27,523 STEPE 30,116
STEPE 29.818
0410 Communications Specialist
57
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $31,499STEP A $31,499 STEP B 32,444STEP A $31,499 STEP B 32,444 STEP C 33,466STEP B 32,759 STEP C 33,791 STEPD 34,906STEP C 33,892 STEP D 35,010 STEPE 39,074STEP D 35,587 STEPE 38,687
STEPE 38.304
0332 Computer Programmer II
______________4023 Cafeteria Nutritionist I
R a n g ^ 4 2 ^ ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $24,230STEP A $24,230 STEPS 24,957STEP A $24,230 STEP B 24,957 STEP C 25,743STEP B 25,199 STEP C 25,993 STEPD 26,851STEP C 26,070 STEPD 26,930 STEPE 30,056STEPD 27,374 STEPE 29,759
STEPE 29.464
0332 Computer Programmer II 
4023 Cafeteria Nutritionist I
^ a n c j ^ Z j O ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $34,573
STEP C $34,231 STEPD 35,600
STEP C $33,892 STEPD 35,248 STEPE 39,074
STEPD 35,587 STEPE 38,687
STEPE 38.304
6622 Stationary Engineer II
58
R a n g ^ ^ T o ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $32,672STEP A $32,672 STEP B 33,652STEP A $32,672 STEP B 33,652 STEP C 34,712STEP B 33,978 STEP C 35,048 STEP D 36,205STEP C 35,298 STEP D 36,463 STEPE 40,544
STEP D 36,672 STEPE 40,142
STEPE 39.745
0066 Assist. Supv. Insurance
0102 Buyer II
0323 Supv. Computer Oper.
6335 Bindery Supervisor 
6411 Grounds Maint. Supv. 
6701 Custodial Supervisor
R a n g ^ ^ ^ O O j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $33,892
STEP A .$33,892 STEP B 34,909
STEP A $33,892 STEP B 34,909 STEP C 36,008
STEP B 35,247 STEP C 36,357 STEP D 37,557
STEP C 36,619 STEP D 37,827 STEPE 42,071
STEP D 38,049 STEPE 41,654
STEPE 41.242
0333 Computer Programmer III
0352 Microcomputer Programmer/Analyst
Ranc|^45j00j
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $35,160
STEP A $35,160 STEPS 36,215
STEP A $35,160 STEP B 36,215 STEP C 37,356
STEP B 36,566 STEP C 37,718 STEP D 38,963
STEP C 37,994 STEP D 39,248 STEPE 43,660
STEP D 39,480 STEPE 43,228
STEPE 42.800
0065 Supv Printing & Publish. 0227 Budget Data Analyst
0222 Accountant II 4024 Cafeteria Nutritionist II
0225 Budget Specialist II
I 59
Range^45^00J
10 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $27,046
STEP A $27,046 STEP B 27,857
STEP A $27,046 STEP B 27,857 STEP C 28,735
STEP B 28,127 STEP C 29,013 STEPD 29,970
STEP C 29,226 STEPD 30,190 STEPE 33,585
STEPD 30,369 STEPE 33,252
STEPE 32.923
0065 Supv Printing & Publish. 0227
0222 Accountant II 4024
0225 Budget Specialist II
Budget Data Analyst 
Cafeteria Nutritionist II
Range 47.00 \
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
* STEP A $37,852
STEP A $37,852 STEP B 38,988
STEP A $37,852 STEP B 38,988 STEP C 40,216
STEP B 39,366 STEP C 40,606 STEPD 41,946
STEP C 40,908 STEPD 42,258 STEPE 47,031
STEPD 42,514 STEPE 46,565
STEPE 46.104
0334 Systems Programmer 0356
0340 Systems Analyst I 1001
0350 Telecomm. Analyst 6627
0353 Microcomputer Instr.
Instr. Technology Special 
Architect I
Cheif Stationary Engineer
Range 48.00 j
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $39,278
STEP A $39,278 STEP B 40,456
STEP A $39,278 STEP B 40,456 STEP C 41,731
STEP B 40,849 STEP C 42,136 STEPD 43,526
STEP C 42,453 STEPD 43,854 STEPE 48,819
STEPD 44,124 STEPE 48,336
STEPE 47.857
0223 Accountant III 
0226 Budget Specialist III
60
R a n g ^ ^ ^ O ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $40,762
STEP A $40,762 STEP B 41,985
STEP A $40,762 STEP B 41,985 STEP C 43,307
STEP B 42,392 STEP C 43,727 STEP D 45,170
STEP C 44,061 STEP D 45,515 STEP E 50,678
STEP D 45,797 STEP E 50,176
STEPE 49.679
0339 Application Analyst 1041 Electrical Engineer
0341 Systems Analyst I 1051 Mechanical Engineer
1002 Architect II
Range 51.00 i
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $43,909
STEP A $43,909 STEP B 45,226
STEP A $43,909 STEP B 45,226 STEP C 46,651
STEP B 45,665 STEP C 47,103 STEP D 48,658
STEP C 47,470 STEP D 49,037 STEP E 54,624
STEP D 49,348 STEP E 54,083
STEP E 53,548
0342 Systems Analyst III
Rancjej3jooJ
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $47,314
STEP A $47,314 STEP B 48,733
STEP A $47,314 STEP B 48,733 STEP C 50,269
STEP B 49,206 STEP C 50,756 STEP D 52,431
STEP C 51,159 STEP D 52,847 STEP E 58,890
STEP D 53,191 STEPE 58,307
STEP E 57,730 •
0343 Supervising Systems Analyst 
0345 Data Base Analyst
61
Range 57.00 |
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $13,260
STEP A $13,260 STEP B 13,790
STEP A $13,260 STEP B 13,790 STEP C 14,342
STEP B 13,923 STEP C 14,480 STEP D 15,059
STEP C 14,389 STEP D 14,965 STEP E 16,217
STEP D 14,872 STEPE 16,056
STEPE 15.897
4003
4100
7010
R a n g ^ 7 J 3 ^
Food Service Worker 
Food Service Line Worker 
Attendance Aide I
10 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $10,200
STEP A $10,200 STEP B 10,608
STEP A $10,200 STEP B 10,608 STEP C 11,032
STEP B 10,710 STEP C 11,138 STEP D 11,584
STEP C 11,069 STEP D 11,512 STEP E 12,475
STEP D 11,440 STEP E 12,351
STEPE 12,229
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
7010 Attendance Aide I
R a n g ^ ^ O ^ J
12 Month 
1/2 time
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $6,630
STEP A $6,630 STEP B 6,895
STEP A $6,630 STEP B 6,895 STEP C 7,171
STEP B 6,961 STEP C 7,239 STEP D 7,529
STEP C 7,194 STEP D 7,482 STEPE 8,108
STEP D 7,436 STEP E 8,027
STEPE 7,948
4003 Food Service Worker4100 Food Service Line Worker
r
62
Rancj^57y02^
10 Month 
1/2 time
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $5,100
STEP A $5,100 STEP B 5,304
STEP A $5,100 STEP B 5,304 STEP C 5,516
STEP B 5,355 STEP C 5,569 STEP D 5,792
STEP C 5,534 STEP D 5,755 STEP E 6,237
STEP D 5,720 STEPE 6,175
STEPE 6,114
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
R a n g e J ^ O ^
12 Month 
3/4 time
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $9,945
STEP A $9,945 STEP B 10,343
STEP A $9,945 STEP B 10,343 STEP C 10,757
STEP B 10,442 STEP C 10,860 STEP D 11,294
STEP C 10,792 STEP D 11,224 STEP E 12,163
STEP D 11,154 STEP E 12,042
STEP E 11.923
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
10 Month 
3/4 time
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $7,650
STEP A $7,650 STEP B 7,956
STEP A $7,650 STEPS 7,956 STEP C 8,274
STEP B 8,032 STEP C 8,353 STEP D 8,687
STEP C 8,301 STEP D 8,633 STEP E 9,355
STEP D 8,580 STEPE 9,263
STEPE 9,171
4003 Food Service Worker4100 Food Service Line Worker
63
R a n g ^ T ^ J j
10 Month 
5 hr.
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $6,375
STEP A $6,375 STEP B 6,630
STEP A $6,375 STEPS 6,630 STEP C 6,895
STEP B 6,693 STEP C 6,961 STEP D 7,239STEP C 6,918 STEP D 7,195 STEP E 7,797
STEP D 7,150 STEPE 7,719
STEP E 7,643
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
R a n g e ^ ^ S ^
10 Month 
5 1/2 hr.
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $7,012
STEP A $7,012 STEP B 7,292
STEP A $7,012 STEP B 7,292 STEP C 7,584
STEP B 7,363 STEP C 7,658 STEP D 7,964
STEP C 7,609 STEP D 7,913 STEPE 8,576
STEP D 7,865 STEPE 8,491
STEP E 8,407
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
10 Month 
6 hr.
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $7,650
STEP A $7,650 STEP B 7,956
STEP A $7,650 STEP B 7,956 STEP C 8,274
STEP B 8,032 STEP C 8,353 STEP D 8,687
STEP C 8,301 STEP D 8,633 STEP E 9,355
STEP D 8,580 STEP E 9,263
STEPE 9,171
4003 Food Service Worker4100 Food Service Line Worker
64
Range 57.25 I
10 Month 
6 1/2 hr.
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $8,287
STEP A $8,287 STEPS 8,618
STEP A $8,287 STEPS • 8,618 STEP C 8,963
STEPS 8,701 STEP C 9,049 STEPD 9,411
STEP C 8,993 STEPD 9,353 STEPE 10,136
STEPD 9,295 STEPE 10,035
STEPE 9.936
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
RangeJ57^2^
10 Month 
7 hr.
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $8,925
STEP A $8,925 STEPS 9,282
STEP A $8,925 STEP B 9,282 STEP C 9,653
STEP B 9,371 STEP C 9,746 STEPD 10,136
STEP C 9,685 STEPD 10,072 STEPE 10,915
STEPD 10,010 STEPE 10,807
STEPE 10.700
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
RangeM57j27j
10 Month 
7 1/2 hr.
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $9,562
STEP A $9,562 STEP B 9,944
STEP A $9,562 STEP B 9,944 STEP C 10,342
STEP B 10,040 STEP C 10,442 STEPD 10,859
STEP C 10,377 STEPD 10,792 STEPE 11,694
STEPD 10,725 STEPE 11,579
STEPE 11.464
4003 Food Service Worker
4100 Food Service Line Worker
65
R a n c j ^ O j O ^
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $14,643
STEP A $14,643 STEP B 15,229
STEP A $14,643 STEP B 15,229 STEPC 15,838
STEP B 15,375 STEPC 15,990 STEPD 16,630
STEP C 15,897 STEPD 16,533 STEPE 17,950
STEPD 16,442 STEPE 17,772
STEPE 17.596
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $11,264
STEP A $11,264 STEP B 11,715
STEP A $11,264 STEP B 11,715 STEPC 12,183
STEP B 11,827 STEPC 12,300 STEPD 12,792
STEPC 12,229 STEPD 12,718 STEPE 13,808
STEPD 12,648 STEPE 13,671
STEPE 13.536
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
Rancji^6CK02J
12 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $7,321
STEP A $7,321 STEP B 7,614
STEP A $7,321 STEP B 7,614 STEPC 7,918
STEPS 7,687 STEPC 7,994 STEPD 8,314
STEPC 7,948 STEPD 8,266 STEPE 8,975
STEPD 8,221 STEPE 8,886
STEPE 8.798
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
66
Range~60j0^|
10 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $5,632
STEP A $5,632 STEP B 5,857
STEP A $5,632 STEP B 5,857 STEP C 6,092
STEP B 5,913 STEP C 6,150 STEPD 6,396
STEP C 6,114 STEPD 6,359 STEPE 6,904
STEPD 6,324 STEPE 6,836
STEPE 6.768
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
12 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $10,982
STEP A $10,982 STEP B 11,421
STEP A $10,982 STEP B 11,421 STEP C 11,878
STEP B 11,531 STEP C 11,992 STEPD 12,472
STEP C 11,923 STEPD 12,400 STEPE 13,462
STEPD 12,331 STEPE 13,329
STEPE 13,197
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
10 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $8,448
STEP A $8,448 STEP B 8,786
STEP A $8,448 STEP B 8,786 STEP C 9,137
STEP B 8,870 STEP C 9,225 STEPD 9,594
STEP C 9,171 STEPD 9,538 STEPE 10,356
STEPD 9,486 STEPE 10,254
STEPE 10.152
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
67
Rang^ oTjjjj^ Jj
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $7,040STEP A $7,040 STEPS 7,322STEP A $7,040 STEPS 7,322 STEP C 7,614STEPS 7,391 STEP C 7,687 STEPD 7,994STEP C 7,643 STEPD 7,949 STEPE 8,630STEPD 7,905 STEPE 8,545
STEPE 8.460
4011 Cook I
Range 6 0 .2 6
10 Month 
7 hr.
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $9,856
STEP A $9,856 STEPS 10,250
STEP A $9,856 STEP B 10,250 STEP C 10,660STEPS 10,348 STEP C 10,762 STEPD 11,192
STEP C 10,700 STEPD 11,128 STEPE 12,082
STEPD 11,067 STEPE 11,962
STEPE 11.844
4011 Cook I
Range^^JOOj
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $15,141
STEP A $15,141 STEP B 15,747
STEP A $15,141 STEP B 15,747 STEP C 16,377
STEP B 15,897 STEP C 16,533 STEPD 17,194
STEP C 16,442 STEPD 17,100 STEPE 18,575
STEPD 17,007 STEPE 18,391
STEPE 18,209
4012 Cook II
4102 Food Service Line Supervisor
68
10 Month 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $11,647
STEP A $11,647 STEP B 12,113
STEP A $11,647 STEP B 12,113 STEP C 12,597
STEP B 12,229 STEP C 12,718 STEPD 13,227
STEP C 12,648 STEPD 13,154 STEPE 14,289
STEP D 13,083 STEPE 14,147
STEPE 14.007
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
R a n c j ^ 6 ^ 0 ^
12 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $7,570
STEP A $7,570 STEP B 7,873
STEP A $7,570 STEP B 7,873 STEP C 8,188
STEP B 7,948 STEP C 8,266 STEPD 8,597
STEP C 8,221 STEPD 8,550 STEPE 9,287
STEPD 8,503 STEPE 9,195
STEPE 9.104
4012 Cook II
4102 Food Service Line Supervisor
10 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $5,823
STEP A $5,823 STEP B 6,056
STEP A $5,823 STEP B 6,056 STEP C 6,298
STEP B 6,114 STEP C 6,359 STEPD 6,613
STEP C 6,324 STEPD 6,577 STEPE 7,144
STEPD 6,541 STEPE 7,073
STEPE 7.003
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
69
^ a n g ^ ^ ^ 0 3 j
12 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $11,355
STEP A $11,355 STEP B 11,809
STEP A $11,355 STEP B 11,809 STEP C 12,282
STEP B 11,923 STEP C 12,400 STEP D 12,896
STEP C 12,331 STEP D 12,824 STEPE 13,930
STEP D 12,755 STEPE 13,793
STEPE 13.656
4012 Cook II
4102 Food Service Line Supervisor
10 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $8,735
STEP A $8,735 STEP B 9,084
STEP A $8,735 STEP B 9,084 STEP C 9,448
STEP B 9,171 STEP C 9,538 STEP D 9,919
STEP C 9,486 STEP D 9,865 STEPE 10,716
STEP D 9,812 STEPE 10,610
STEPE 10,505
4011 Cook I
4101 Food Service Line Coordinator
Range 6 1 .2 2  |
10 Month 
5 hr.
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $7,279
STEP A $7,279 STEP B 7,570
STEP A $7,279 STEP B 7,570 STEP C 7,873
STEP B 7,643 STEP C 7,949 STEP D 8,267
STEP C 7,905 STEP D 8,221 STEPE 8,930
STEP D 8,176 STEPE 8,842
STEPE 8.754
4012 Cook II
70
Rangej63^£(^
12 Month 93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $16,198
STEP A $16,198 STEP B 16,846
STEP A $16,198 STEP B 16,846 STEP C 17,520
STEP B 17,007 STEP C 17,687 STEP D 18,395
STEP C 17,596 STEP D 18,300 STEPE 19,898
STEP D 18,209 STEPE 19,701
STEPE 19.506
4001 Food Service Porter 7004 Media Specialist Aide
4014 Head Cook I Trainee
4015 Head Cook I
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $12,460
STEP A $12,460 STEPS 12,958
STEP A $12,460 STEP B 12,958 STEP C 13,477
STEP B 13,083 STEP C 13,606 STEP D 14,151
STEP C 13,536 STEP D 14,077 STEP E 15,307
STEP D 14,007 STEPE 15,155
STEPE 15.005
4001 Food Service Porter 7004 Media Specialist Aide
4014 Head Cook I Trainee
4015 Head Cook I
Rancje^3j0^
12 Month 
1/2 time
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $8,099
STEP A $8,099 STEPS 8,423
STEP A $8,099 STEPS 8,423 STEP C 8,760
STEP B 8,503 STEP C 8,843 STEP D 9,197
STEP C 8,798 STEP D 9,150 STEPE 9,949
STEP D 9,104 STEPE 9,851
STEPE 9.753
4001 Food Service Porter
71
Range 63.02 |
10 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $6,230
STEP A $6,230 STEP B 6,479
STEP A $6,230 STEP B 6,479 STEP C 6,738
STEP B 6,541 STEP C 6,803 STEP D 7,075
STEP C 6,768 STEP D 7,039 STEPE 7,653
STEP D 7,003 STEPE 7,577
STEPE 7,502
4001 Food Service Porter
R a n g ^ 6 3 j o ^
12 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $12,148
STEP A $12,148 STEP B 12,634
STEP A $12,148 STEPS 12,634 STEP C 13,139
STEP B 12,755 STEP C 13,265 STEP D 13,796
STEP C 13,197 STEP D 13,725 STEPE 14,923
STEP D 13,656 STEPE 14,775
STEPE 14,629
4001 Food Service Porter
10 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $9,345
STEP A $9,345 STEPS 9,719
STEP A $9,345 STEPS 9,719 STEP C 10,108
STEPS 9,812 STEP C 10,204 STEPD 10,613
STEP C 10,152 STEPD 10,558 STEPE 11,479
STEPD 10,505 STEPE 11,366
STEPE 11.253
4001 Food Service Porter
72
RangeJ33^2^
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $10,902
STEP A $10,902 STEP B 11,338
STEP A $10,902 STEPS 11,338 STEP C 11,792
STEP B 11,447 STEP C 11,905 STEPD 12,381
STEP C 11,844 STEPD 12,318 STEPE 13,393
STEP D 12,256 STEPE 13,260
STEPE 13.129
4001 Food Service Porter
4014 Head Cook I Trainee
4015 Head Cook I
Rang(^4^)0J
12 Month 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $16,758
STEP A $16,758 STEP B 17,428
STEP A $16,758 STEPS 17,428 STEP C 18,125
STEPS 17,596 STEP C 18,300 STEPD 19,032
STEP C 18,209 STEPD 18,937 STEPE 20,600
STEPD 18,844 STEPE 20,396
STEPE 20.194
4016 Head Cook II
10 Month 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $12,891
STEP A $12,891 STEPS 13,407STEP A $12,891 STEPS 13,407 STEP C 13,943STEPS 13,536 STEP C 14,077 STEPD 14,641STEP C 14,007 STEPD 14,567 STEPE 15,846STEPD 14,496 STEPE 15,689
STEPE 15.534
4016 Head Cook II
73
R a n g ^6 4 ^0 ^
12 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $8,379
STEP A $8,379 STEPS 8,714STEP A $8,379 STEP B 8,714 STEP C 9,063STEP B 8,798 STEP C 9,150 STEP D 9,516STEP C 9,104 STEP D 9,468 STEPE 10,300STEP D 9,422 STEPE 10,198
STEPE 10,097
4016 Head Cook II
10 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $6,445
STEP A $6,445 STEPS 6,703STEP A $6,445 STEP B 6,703 STEP C 6,971STEPS 6,768 STEP C 7,039 STEP D 7,320STEP C 7,003 STEP D 7,283 STEPE 7,923STEP D 7,248 STEPE 7,845
STEPE 7,767
4016 Head Cook II
Range^4k03P|
12 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $12,568
STEP A $12,568 STEPS 13,071
STEP A $12,568 STEPS 13,071 STEP C 13,594
STEP B 13,197 STEP C 13,725 STEPD 14,274
STEP C 13,656 STEPD 14,202 STEPE 15,449
STEPD 14,133 STEPE 15,296
STEPE 15,145
4016 Head Cook II
74
Range 64.03 |
10 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $9,668
STEP A $9,668 STEP B 10,055
STEP A $9,668 STEP B 10,055 STEP C 10,457
STEP B 10,152 STEP C 10,558 STEPD 10,980
STEP C 10,505 STEPD 10,925 STEPE 11,884
STEP D 10,872 STEPE 11,767
STEPE 11.650
4016 Head Cook II
RangeJ35jO(^jj
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $17,342
STEP A $17,342 STEP B 18,036
STEP A $17,342 STEP B 18,036 STEP C 18,757
STEP B 18,209 STEP C 18,937 STEPD 19,695
STEP C 18,844 STEPD 19,598 STEPE 21,329
STEPD 19,506 STEPE 21,118
STEPE 20,909
4017 Head Cook III
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $13,340
STEP A $13,340 STEP B 13,874
STEP A $13,340 STEP B 13,874 STEP C 14,429
STEP B 14,007 STEP C 14,567 STEPD 15,150
STEP C 14,496 STEPD 15,076 STEPE 16,407
STEPD 15,005 STEPE 16,245
STEPE 16.084
4017 Head Cook III
75
RangeT^5^02jj
12 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $8,671
STEP A $8,671 STEP B 9,018
STEP A $8,671 STEP B 9,018 STEP C 9,379
STEP B 9,104 STEP C 9,468 STEP D 9,847
STEP C 9,422 STEP D 9,799 STEPE 10,664
STEP D 9,753 STEPE 10,559
STEPE 10.454
4017 Head Cook III
10 Month 
1/2 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $6,670
STEP A $6,670 STEPS 6,937
STEP A $6,670 STEP B 6,937 STEP C 7,214
STEPS 7,003 STEP C 7,283 STEPD 7,574
STEP C 7,248 STEPD 7,538 STEPE 8,204
STEP D 7,502 STEPE 8,122
STEPE 8.042
4017 Head Cook III
Range 6 5 .0 3
12 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $13,006
STEP A $13,006 STEPS 13,526
STEP A $13,006 STEPS 13,526 STEP C 14,067
STEP B 13,656 STEP C 14,202 STEPD 14,770
STEP C 14,133 STEPD 14,698 STEPE 15,996
STEPD 14,629 STEPE 15,838
STEPE 15.681
4017 Head Cook III
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10 Month 
3/4 time
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $10,005
STEP A $10,005 STEP B 10,405
STEP A $10,005 STEP B 10,405 STEP C 10,821
STEPS 10,505 STEP C 10,925 STEP D 11,362
STEP C 10,872 STEP D 11,307 STEPE 12,305
STEP D 11,253 STEPE 12,184
STEPE 12,063
4017 Head Cook III
RangeT66jo^j
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $13,340
STEP A $13,340 STEP B 13,740
STEP A $13,340 STEP B 13,740 STEP C 14,187
STEP B 13,874 STEP C 14,325 STEP D 14,862
STEP C 14,393 STEP D 14,933 STEPE 16,485
STEP D 14,969 STEPE 16,322
STEPE 16,160
3001 Audiovisual Aide
Rang^67^0Cj
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $18,576
STEP A $18,576 STEP B 19,133
STEP A $18,576 STEP B 19,133 STEP C 19,736
STEPS 19,231 STEP C 19,837 STEP D 20,491
STEP C 19,913 STEP D 20,570 STEPE 22,879
STEP D 20,909 STEPE 22,652
STEPE 22,428
0035 Personnel Legal Clerk I
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Rancj^57^0J^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $19,913
STEP C $19,913 STEPD 20,710
STEP C 19,913 STEPD 20,710 STEPE 22,879
STEPD 20,909 STEPE 22,652
STEPE 22,428
5003 Custodian I
Range 68.00 j[
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP C $20,622
STEP C $20,622 STEPD 21,447
STEP C 20,622 STEPD 21,447 STEPE 23,699
STEPD 21,653 STEPE 23,464
STEPE 23.232
6401 Grounds Keeper I
R a n g ^ 9 ^ 0 0 ^
93/94 94/95 95/96
STEP A $19,914
STEP A $19,914 STEP B 20,511
STEP A $19,914 STEPS 20,511 STEP C 21,178
STEPS 20,711 STEP C 21,384 STEPD 22,186
STEP C 21,499 STEPD 22,305 STEPE 24,670
STEPD 22,375 STEPE 24,426
STEPE 24.184
3006 Library Shipping & Receiving
7030 Parent Liason
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Rang^J^^OO
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $15,318
STEP A $15,318 STEP B 15,778
STEP A $15,318 STEP B 15,778 STEP C 16,290
STEP B 15,931 STEP C 16,449 STEP D 17,066
STEP C 16,537 STEP D 17,157 STEPE 18,977
STEP D 17,211 STEPE 18,789STEPE 18.603
3006 Library Shipping & Receiving
7030 Parent Liason
Rang^70^0^J
12 Month 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP C $22,126
STEP C $22,126 STEP D 23,011
STEP C 22,126 STEP D 23,011 STEPE 25,442
STEP D 23,011 STEPE 25,190
STEPE 24.941
6402 Grounds Keeper II
^jangejTrO^I
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $21,360
STEP A $21,360 STEPS 22,001
STEP A $21,360 STEP B 22,001 STEP C 22,694
STEPS 22,214 STEP C 22,914 STEP D 23,670
STEP C 23,044 STEP D 23,804 STEPE 26,367
STEP D 23,909 STEPE 26,105
STEPE 25.847
0005 Personnel Clerk I 0211 Accounting Clerk I
0210 Insurance Benefits Clerk 0411 Communication Associat
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R a n cje ^^O ^j
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $23,753
STEP A $23,753 STEP B 24,466
STEP A $23,753 STEP B 24,466 STEP C 25,261
STEP B 24,703 STEP C 25,506 STEP D 26,462
STEP C 25,638 STEP D 26,599 STEPE 29,367
STEP D 26,610 STEPE 29,076
STEPE 28.788
0032 Secretary III 
0212 Acounting Clerk II
^ a n g ^ S ^ O O j
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP C $21,360
STEP C $21,360 STEP D 22,214
STEP C 21,360 STEP D 22,214 STEPE 24,553
STEP D 22,428 STEPE 24,310
STEPE 24.069
5004 Custodian II
Rancjc^7j0(^j
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $26,446
STEP A $26,446 STEP B 27,239
STEP A $26,446 STEP B 27,239 STEP C 28,097
STEP B 27,504 STEP C 28,370 STEP D 29,307
STEP C 28,555 STEP D 29,497 STEPE 32,740
STEP D 29,648 STEPE 32,416
STEPE 32.095
0004 Clerk IV
0214 Accounting Clerk III
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Range 78.00
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $27,417STEP A $27,417 STEPB 28,240STEP A $27,417 STEP B 28,240 STEP C 29,129STEP B 28,513 STEP C 29,411 STEP D 30,382STEP C 29,606 STEP D 30,583 STEPE 33,956STEP D 30,743 STEPE 33,620
STEPE 33.287
0033 Administrative Secretary
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $21,090STEP A $21,090 STEPB 21,723STEP A $21,090 STEPB 21,723 STEP C 22,407STEPB 21,933 STEP C 22,624 STEP D 23,370STEP C 22,774 STEP D 23,526 STEPE 26,120STEP D 23,648 STEPE 25,861
STEPE 25.605
0033 Administrative Secretary
^ang^85^00j
10 Month 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $22,749STEP A $22,303 STEPB 23,195STEP A $21,866 STEPB 22,741 STEP C 23,650STEPB 22,959 STEP C 23,877 STEPD 24,832STEP C 23,807 STEP D 24,759 STEPE 28,104STEP D 24,689 STEPE 27,826STEPE 27.550
2021 School Nurse
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Range 86.00 |
9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
STEP A $12,600
STEP A $12,600 STEP B 13,800
STEP A $12,600 STEP B 13,800 STEP C 15,600
STEP B 13,800 STEP C 15,600 STEP D 15,600
STEP C 15,600 STEP D 15,600 STEPE 15,600
STEP D 15,600 STEPE 15,600
STEPE 15,600
7032 Parent Educator
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SKILLED TRADE WORKERS 
E SCHEDULE
P ostion P ostio n  N am e 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
6323 M usical Instrum ent T echnician $36,918 $38,395 $39,931
6131 R oofer 38,304 39,836 41,4301
6151 P ainter 38,304 39,836 41,430
6301 S hadem aker 38,304 39,836 41,4301
6133 R oofing Superv isor 39,745 41,334 42,988
6155 Painting S uperv isor 39,745 41,334 42,9881
6101 B ricklayer 41,242 42,892 44,607
6105 C em en t F in ish er 41,242 42,892 44,607
6121 C arpen ter 41,242 42,892 44,607
6125 Locksm ith 41,242 42,892 44,607
6141 Plasterer 41,242 42,892 44,607
6145 G lazier 41,242 42,892 44,607
6211 M achinist 41,242 42,892 44,607
6215 Sheet M etal W ork er 41,242 42,892 44,607
6231 Ironw orker 41,242 42,892 44,607
6122 C arpen ter W ork ing forem an 42,800 44,512 46,293
6135 Plum ber 42,800 44,512 46,293
6161 Electronic T echnician  I 42,800 44,512 46,293
6165 Electrician 42,800 44,512 46,293
6212 M achinist W ork ing Forem an 42,800 44,512 46,293
6221 Steam fitter 42,800 44,512 46,293
6162 Electronic T echnician  □ 44,420 46,197 48,045
6351 T rad es  S up erv iso r 1 44,420 46,197 48,045
63521 T rad es S uperv isor n 46.104 47.949 49.867
^S C H E D U U ^ A L A R IE ^ j
P ostion P ostio n  N am e 9 3 /9 4 9 4 /9 5 9 5 /9 6
5011 H ead C ustod ian  I $24,941 $25,938 $26,976
5012 H ead C ustod ian  0 26,789 27,860 28,975
6502 C ustodial E quipm ent M echanic 26,789 27,860 28,9751
5013 H ead C ustodian  IH 28,788 29,939 31,1375014 H ead C ustod ian  IV 30,949 32,187 33,474
5015 H ead C ustod ian  V 32.095 33.379 34.7141
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